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Beacon 11/13/00
WEATHER

MONDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 56 Low: 39

0 0 • 9

TUESDAY
Rain is Likely

High: 55 Low: 43

9 0 9 • •

WEDNESDAY
Rain is Likely

High: 48 -Low: 40

THURSDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 50" Low: 36

FRIDAY
Scattered Showers
High: 49 Low: 35

SATURDAY
Scattered Showers
High: 51 Low: 36

SUNDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 54 Low: 38

Wind Chill Index
Projrailecl AyeruKO wind Chill

56 55

Monday's Regional Forecast Local Almanac Last Week

Today- Tuesday

The chart above shows (he forecasted average wind chilt- lem-
peraiure for |oday and tomorrow. The blnck bar indicates the
forccusl temperature. The grey bar indicates the ascragc wind
chill icmpcraiure projected.'

Weather History
Nov. 15. 1987 - Thunderstorms
spawned 22 tornadoes in parts of
Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma.
Ninety-six people were injured
around Shreveport, La. and more
than five million dollars in dam-
age occurred. Tornadoes in Texas
took a total of ten lives and
injured 191 more.

Wayne*
SV39

This map shows the forecasted
\\\$i a n " l ° w temperatures for
Monday. The format U high/tow
and the icon near the city shows
^e •weather expected for Monday.

Day High Low Normals Precip*
Sat 69 51 , 60/43 0.00"
Sun 53 43 60/42 0.00"
Mon 58 40 59/42 0.00"
Tue 59 40 59/42 0.00"
Wed 62 42 . 59/42 0.00"
Thu 61 50 58/41 0.38"
Fri 63 52 58/41 0.82"

Rainfall for the week 1.20"
Normal rainfall for the week .0.89"
Departure from normal for the week . +0.31"

Rainfall for the year 37.62"
Normal rainfall for the year 37.75"
Departure from normal for the year . .-0.13"

* Precipitation includes snow converted to rainfall

All forecasts, data, and graphics provided
by accessweather.com, a registered trade-
mark of Rossby Weather Services, Inc. ©
2000. All rights reserved.

faccesswveather. cam
EarclVsi Leading WeHtsttwr Provider

National Weather Summary
An area of low pressure will move
through the Ohio River Valley states
and into the Northeast to begin the
week. It will bring a good chance of

rain and snow with it. A trailing cold front out of
the low will spark heavy showers and thunder-
storms along the Gulf Coast. Another system will
form in the southern Plains by the end of the week,
producing plenty of rain." .

Sun/Moon Chart This Week
Pay , Sunrise Sunset Moonrise Moonset
Monday 6:42 a.m. 4:40 p.m. 6:24 p.m. 8:27 a.m.

Lst"Qtr Tuesday 6:43 a.m. 4:39 p.m. 7:18 p.m. 9:36 a.m.
U/18 Wednesday 6:44 a.m. 4:38 p.m. 8:20 p.m. 10:40 a.m.

Thursday, 6:45 a.m. 4:38 p.m. 9:27 p.m. 11:36 a.m.
Friday 6:46 a.m. 4:37 p.m. 10:36 p.m. 12:24 p.m.
Saturday 6:48 a.m. 4:36 p.m. 11:47 p.m. 1:04 p.m.
Sunday 6:49 a.m. 4:35 p.m. • 1:39 p.m.

lstQtr
12/3

New
.11/25

SUBS & SALADS

Mon - Sat: 9am - 9pm
Sun: 10am - 7pm

445 Haledon Ave.
Haledon, IU 07508
(973) 790-0052
Fax (973) 790-1077

BUY 6" AT REGULAR PRICE GET
THE SECOND 6" SUB AT $.99

*Hewe present this coupon before ordering, One
coupon ptr customer per visit Customer must
pay any sates tax due. Not good in combination

with any other offer. Cash value I /$ 1.00 of cent.
Redeemable at 445 Haledon Ave. Haledon, NJ only.

Expire* 11/22/O0
— _ Offerexcluctolpn deliveries

FREE SOUP WITH THE PURCHASE
I OF 6" SUB AND ANY SIZE SODA'
| AT REGULAR PRICE
. Please present this coupon before ordering. One
I coupon per customer per visit. Customer must
. pay any sales tax due. Not goodln combination
I with any other offer. Cosh value 1/J1.0O of cent.
,. Redeemable at 445 Haledon Ave. Haledon, NJ only.
I Expires 11 /22 /00
u mm _ . orferejKluded on deliveries

$1.00 OFF ON ANY 6" SUB -OR-
FOOT LONG SUB AT REGULAR

PRICE
Please present this coupon before ordering. On*
coupon per customer per visit Customer must
pay any sales tax due. Not good In combination

with an/other offer. Cash value I/?1.00of cent.
Redeemable at 4<t? Haledon Ave. Haledon, NJ only.

Expires 1 1 / 2 2 / 0 0
Offer excluded on deliveries

$2.00 OFF PARTY PACK
- 4 12" SUBS - 4 CHIPS I

- 2 LITER COKE -

- 2 L A R G ! , f f f i E J E ! I S H E S -
Please present this coupon before ordering. One
coupon per customer per visit. Customer rmitt
pay Any sales tax due, Not good In combination
with any other offer. Cash value l/$1.00ofeent

Redeemable at 445 Haledon Ave. Haledon, NJ only.
Expires 11/22/OO

Offer excluded on deliveries
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Mu Sigma Upsilon Sorority, Inc.
Phenomenal Women a dinner

event at White Hall Lounge 8PM
contact Alexandra 720-4600

Conference: International
Education Week: "Global Cop: The

American Role in Global Peace
Making ?,"_ Ian Williams, United

Nations editor, Nation, is speaker,
12:30-2PM, Library Auditorium 720-

2976
Career Development Workshops:
Portfolio, 2PM "Networking", 5PM

720-30*21 •
SGA Club Presidents Meeting-

3:30PM-5PM S,C203-4 720-2T57
Happy Hour Aerobics thru 11/17

4:45PM Rec Ctr. 720-2777

International Student Services:
open House, 12:30-4PM Wayne Hall

720-2936
Women's History Month Collective
for planning of March Events 2PM
Women's Ctr. SC Rm. 214 Last

Meeting everyone welcome!
Mu Sigma Upsilon Sorority Inc.
NJ Buddies, they will come to

speak about Aids and STD
Awareness Towers-Pavilion 7:30PM

Sexual Feeling CH SC 324&8PM
Century Gazebo 720-2219

Happy Hour Aerobics 4:45PM Rec.
Ctr. 720-2777 -

Movie Night 8PM BR SAPB 720-
2271

Mu Sigma Upsilon Sorority, Inc.
Kids Day SC Rms. 324-325

Children from inner cities coming -
to learn about Health issues, Drugs
& Alcohol Awareness etc. contact

Jen 720-4599
Alumni Salute 720-2175

Minority Recruitment 9AM-2PM SC
Admissions 720-2741

Happy HR. Aerobics 4:45PM Rec.
Ctr. 720-2777

Delta Apollo Talent Show 7-1 0PM
BR Delta Sigma Theta 720-2518
Lecture: "The Role of Curriculum

Development in Promoting
International Education" 12:30-2PM

Library Auditorium
Poetry & Music 5-7PM SC 720-

2936

11*16
Memorial Mass in Memory of

Nicholas Kahn at The Jesus Christ
Prince of Peace Chapel 12:45PM

- CH 720-3524 All Welcome
Latino Movie Night "Mi Familia"

7-1 0PM Towers Pavilion
Novelty 11-3PM SC Lobby SAPB

720-2271
Sexual Feeling C H S C 2 1 5 & 8 P M

Towers Pavilion 720-2219
Are You Ready for an Employment
Interview? CH Morrison Rm.103
Aerobics Superclass 4:45PM Rec.

Ctr. 720-2777
Thurs. Spotlight SC Cafe 6PM

720-2777
Lysistrata 8PM Shea $ 720-2371

Great American Smokeout, info &
support SC Lobby

"The Religious & Economic
Dimension of the Arab-Israeli
Conflict" 12:30-2PM, Library

Auditorium 720-2976

Happy Hour Aerobics 4:45PM Rec.
Ctr. 720-2777

Friday Flicks SC Cafe 5PM & 8PM
& Midnight CA 720-2518

Lysistrata 8PM Shea $ 720-2371
Latino Heritage Month

Latin Night Party 9PM-1AM,
Wightman Gym

Legacy Awards dinner 8PM-
11PM BR Foundation

720-3201
Lysistrata 8PM Shea $

720-2371
Fall Open House: Noon

reservations Required, con-
tact Admissions 720-2093

Submissions for CC due
' Fridays by 5 p.m.

Fax: 720-2093
Email:

beacon @ student.wpunj.edu

I I - I 9

Campus Calendar submis-
sions are taken on a space-
available basis: first come,

first printed.

Cover photo by
Mike Wnoroski
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Campus News

Holocaust Denial Scholar Lectures at WPU

Partly Cloudy
High: 56" Low: 39

Rain is Likely
High: 55 Low: 43

Rain is Likely
High: 48 -Low: 4(

Wind Chill Index
Projcclcd Average Wind Chill

Monday's Regional

"A Vicious Man Who Dances on the Graves of the Victims"
is how Dr. Deborah E. Lipstadt described her nemesis,
David Irving, whose libel claim against Lipstadt and her
•p̂ teBsher Penguin Press Limited was denied earlier this
.year by *ft"Wigrt1Go«tt te London. Lipstadt
lectured for approximately one and-one-half
hours to a respectful crowd of approximately
275 who gathered in Science Hall 200 B on
November 9th to hear her speak about her
book Denying the Holocaust: The Growing
Assault on Truth and Memory and the libel suit that
stemmed from its publication in Great Britain. According to
Lipstadt, Irving, whom she says has made a career out of
being a "Holocaust denier and a Neo-Nazi" and "an apolo-

gist for Hitler" and has "associated himself
with such anti-Jewish activists as David
Duke, who is a former Grand Wizard of the
KuKluxKlan." The William Paterson
University Center for Holocaust arid
Genocide Studies, assisted by various WPU
sponsors, presented her talk as part of its
Kristallnacht commemoration.

Since the 250-seat auditorium had insuffi-
cient space to accommodate the crowd, some
of the audience members were forced to sit
on the floor or lean against the walls of the
lecture hall. They listened respectfully as
Lipstadt recounted events beginning with
Kristallnacht, "{he night of the broken
glass," which took place in Germany and
Austria in the early morning hours of
November 9-10,1938. She described the vio-
lence that was committed upon Jews,
approximately 90 of whom were murdered
during one 24-hour period, and the thou-
sands of savage beatings and illegal arrests
that took place during the same period. She
spoke of the vandalism such as the burning
of businesses, that was done with govern-
ment approval, to Jewish property. She stat-
ed that Hitler had ordered the cessation of
the burning only because it was endangering
non-Jewish businesses, although she stated
that Irving had mischaracterized this by only
addressing the order to stop the burning,
thereby implying that Hitler had not
endorsed the destruction. She described the

shattering of hundreds of windows, the act which has
given the event its name, and the horror and outrage that
she had felt when she had learned of the atrocities commit-
ted under the authority of the German government.

Lipstadt stated that she is often asked why
By Sue COOK she sued Irving, but pointed out that she was
The B e a c o n the defendant in the case. Under British law,

to which she had subjected herself when
Denying the Holocaust was published in .

Great Britain, the defendant in a libel case is obliged to
prove the truth of that which he wrote. She stated that
Irving had elected not to sue her in the United States
because here he would have had the burden of proving the

falsity of her statements. Lipstadt said that Irving had pre-
viously used litigation in order to silence his critics, but
that she had felt that by keeping silent and by failing to
defend the suit she would have left Irving's statements
unchallenged. She said that she wondered whether every-
thing in her life including her Judaism, her education and
her writing ability had brought her to the point where she
was in a position of disproving Irving's claims. "You never
know where you're going to be when the thunder strikes"
she said.

Lipstadt is an internationally respected historian, writer
and speaker about the Holocaust. She is the Director of the
Institute for Jewish Studies, and Dorot Professor of Modern
Jewish and Holocaust Studies at Emory University in
Atlanta. According to the Emory University website,
"Professor Lipstadt is frequently called upon by the media
to analyze matters of contemporary and Jewish interest.
She has appeared on CNN, CBS's Sixty Minutes, NBC's
Today Show, ABC's Good Morning America, National '
Public Radio's Fresh Air and PBS's Charlie Rose Show, and
is a frequent contributor to and is widely quoted in a vari-
ety of newspapers including the Los Angeles Times,
Washington Post, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Atlanta
Constitution, Baltimore Sun, New York Times, Time,
Newsweek and New York Newsday. Because of her refusal
to debate Holocaust deniers since the appearance of her
most recent book she has declined appearances on a host of
national television shows."

Lipstadt recounted how she and Barrister Anthony Julius
(an attorney who may try a case in a British court) devel-
oped a strategy that did not involve calling Holocaust sur-
vivors as witnesses. To do this, she believed, would be to
"put the Holocaust itself on trial." She did not wish expose
the potential witnesses to Irving's cross-examination and
because she felt that it would add credence to the claims of
the few who wish to debate the existence of the Holocaust.
Since Irving represented himself, he would have had the
opportunity to personally cross-examine the defense wit-
nesses and since the defense team did not want to give him
the opportunity to do so, its case was built solely upon doc-
uments. According to Lipstadt, Irving has denied the exis-
tence of any organized German plan to exterminate the
Jews, has called the gas chambers "non-existent" and
describes the ruins of the concentration camps,as

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

University Honors Program expands courses

Students
encouraged to
take advantage
of new courses

The Honors.Program at William
Paterson University would like
to announce the first ever
Honors sections of four General
Elective courses for the Spring
2001 Semester. These courses
have been hand selected by the
Honors Program and offer a
challenging alternative for the
motivated student. The classes
are limited to 20 students and
registration has been reserved
for Freshman initially, but will
then be open to the rest of the
University. More informatiori on
these four courses can be found
on page 13 of the Spring 2001
Master Scheduleor to the right
For any additional information-
please call the Honors Program
Office at 720-3657

ENG110-09 Writing Effective
Prose: Taught by Professor C.
Wells, this section will focus on
language itself, e.g. how
words create personal and social
identities.

HIST 101-10 Foundations of
Western Civilization: From
Antiquity to the Reformation:
Taught by Professor M. Edelstein,
students will read complete docu-
ments or seminal works in histo-
ry, in a seminar or class discus-
sion environment.

POL 120-03 American
Government and Politics: Taught
by Professor S. Collins, the
emphasis in this section will be on
critical thinking, argumentation,
persuasion, and negotiation. The
students will read primary
sources in American Government.

PSY110-10 General Psychology:
Taught by Professor N. Kressel,
this sections emphasis will be on
writing and working in small
groups. Laboratories and demon-,
strations will enrich the section.

Professor John Peterman and his honor's students discuss class material in the atrium.

...the spirit of the William Paterson Honors Program lies in the individ-
ual student's desire to achieve personal goals that exceed the ordinary,

and the faculty's ability to nurture and sustain that desire. It is a spirit
that inspires the intellectual growth of both students and faculty and, in

turn, infuses the University-at-large with an energy created by this
expansion of the frontiers of knowledge.



National News

The Legal Road Ahead
Depending on how you count them,

there are now at least nine separate law-
suits fueling the postelection feud in
Florida. Al Gore's legal tearn-seizing on
the confusing Palm Beach County
ballot that may have caused thou-
sands of Gore supporters to acci-
dentally vote for Pat Buchanan-is
searching for a way to prevent the
vote count from being officially cer-
tified. On
Saturday the Bush camp fired oii a
shot of its own, filing a-federal law-
suit to prevent a Gore-requested hand
recount of ballots in Palm Beach and other
counties. Teams of lawyers for both sides
have descended on south Florida to pore
over election statutes for anything that
might give them a foothold 4n court.
"We're preparing for a full-blown legal
fight," says Ron Meyer, a Democratic elec-
tion-law attorney from Tallahassee.

Just how long that battle will last is hard
to say. At some point Gore—or Bush-could
decide that the fight is too damaging to
himself and the country and concede the
race. If neither does, the lawyers could
drag this thing out for weeks or even
months.

The Democrats got a break last week
when state circuit court Judge Kathleen
Kroll issued what may have been the first
court order in history freezing the results

the Gore side is shopping for sym-
pathetic judges.

If Judge Kroll refuses to dismiss the case,
she might need weeks to hear evidence. If

Unless Bush or Gore gives in, the long trail
may lead to the steps of the Supreme Court

of a presidential election, bar-
ring local officials from certi-.
fying Palm Beach County's
ballots at least until a hearing
this week. At first,
Democratic lawyers had filed their case in
federal court in West Palm Beach, where
they were assigned a Reagan-appointed
judge, Kenneth Ryskamp. The lawyers
soon dropped the case there and refiled in
state circuit court, where they drew Kroll-
a liberal Democrat married to a Clintoa- .
appointed Labor Department official. That
doesn't, of course, mean Kroll will be an
automatic pushover for the Democrats. But
some Republicans have complained that

Stuart Taylor Jr.
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Score One For The Raider
Now Al Gore knows what General

Motors learned long ago: Ralph Nader
doesn't like to be ignored. For months,
Gore refused to even speak Nader's name.
But in those final critical days, Nadier

endured daily attacks from Gore's surro-
gates, and he responded in kind. He sav-.
aged Gore—"the great pretender," Nader
sneered—at every chance, in every key state
he could find on a map. Aides tried to get

Enterorise
155 Polifly Road
Hackensack, N J 07601
(201)342-5500
Fax: (201) 343-2032
www.erac.com

Gore's side prevails, the
lawyers could ask her to
order a new vote in the
heavily Democratic commu-
nity~or to bar Florida's elec-

tors from participating in the Dec. 18
Electoral College meeting,.votes Bush
needs to win.

Bush's team could try to put a quick end
to the lawsuit by going to Florida State
Supreme Court-rand if necessary, the U.S.
Supreme Court-arguing that a state judge
has no power to alter the official results of
a presidential election, unless there's evi-
dence of fraud. Another option is to try to
force the whole mess back to federal court.
There, Bush's lawyers could hope to end

the dogged Nader back to his core message
of reform, but now it actually seemed that
he was trying toxost Gore the race. On
election night, as the results poured in and
he looked back on the closing weeks,
Nader sounded like a man who'd just
laughed loudest. "Gore finally used my
name," Nader said. "Did you notice that?"

Furious Democrats will probably use
Nader's name for a long time, and not

kindly. It appeared that
Nader didn't end iip sabo-
taging
Gore in the
heartland
states of
Minnesota

Enterprise Rent-a-Car would like to thank the students of
William Paterson University for their outstanding
performance in our Managemeht Trainee internship

\ program.

* Summer 2000 interns: *
Erin Byrnes - Recipient of $500jscholarship

AnHna Rirhhi im F *• * 3Andre Richburg
Shaheed Rogers

Jamie Perez
Chris Sauerbrel

PAID internships are stif ^ |
students Interested in future career opjpSSuhities in

management/marketing and custdmerfeervice/sales!

Contact the Recruiting D«
(201) 342-5500 {

sliddell@erac.com or mholnesi@lrac.c67rr

\ , •

or
Wisconsin,
as some
doomsday
Dems had
predicted. Instead,
he did something
more unexpected,
and far more
painful: he stole the mar-
ginal votes Gore may
have needed to clearly
carry Florida-and the
election. Exit polls
showed that fewer than
half of Nader's voters
would have voted for
Gore. But in a couple of
vital states, that was more
than enough to make a
decisive difference. In
Florida, where all the "
ruckus is over a margin of
fewer than 350 votes, •
Nader drew almost
85,000. In Oregon and
New Hampshire-two
states that together would
have put Gore in the
White House even with-
out Florida-Nader polled
twice as many votes as
Gore needed to win.
(Oregon was too close to
call last week.) That's just

. what liberals had feared.
"The worst scenario is

the one we're seeing
played out right now,"

up on a faster track before more-accom-
plished judges—who. are also more likely to
be Republican. Bush aides have already
hinted that they could also bring lawsuits

in other closely contested states,
like Wisconsin and Oregon,
where voting irregularities have
been alleged-potentially throw-
ing open dozens of counties to

. legal challenges.
While the wrangling

unfolds, both sides are search-
ing for legal precedents to sup-

port their claims. Democratic lawyers point
to a 1998 Florida State Supreme Court rul-
ing that an election can be voided when
there is "reasonable doubt" that the vote
reflected "the will" of the electorate.
Republicans are focusing on a 1997 U.S.
Supreme Court case reaffirming a federal
law that elections for Congress and the
president must beheld on the same day
nationwide. That ruling, Bush's lawyers
argue, would make any Democratic efforts
to force a re-vote in Palm Beach County
unconstitutional. So which side is right? .
Ultimately, that maybe up to the justices of
the U.S. Supreme Court, whose votes could
be the last ones counted.

says Minnesota Sen. Paul. Wellstone. And
none of that takes into account what may
have been the most crucial Nader factor:

• his relentless attacks on Gore during those
last days when the veep was trying to
make his case to undecided voters. For that

. alone, George W should send Nader a fruit
basket.

Even so, Nader didn't get the 5 percent
of the vote he needed to entitle the Green
Party to federal matching funds, and his
election-eve bash may have marked the

high point for
the Greens. The
party is frac-
tured between
his faction and
a more radical
element that
would abolish
the U.S. Senate.
Pat Buchanan's

Reform Party, mean-
while, seems terminal-
ly anemic (except, per-
haps, in Palm Beach).

And yet all this comes at a time when the
'Conditions that make political upheavals
possible are better than ever. Turnout

. remains low and cynicism about the two
parties runs high; all that's missing is a gal-
vanizing message and the kind of personal-
ity who can make it stick.
If there's one thing history teaches about
insurgent parties, it's that they need a
charismatic candidate with a compelling
issue. Lincoln had the preservation of the
union; Wallace had segregation. Jesse
Ventura, in his stunning win in 1998, com-
bined his magnetic personality with a
promise to refund the tax surplus.
Ventura's aides are pushing the Minnesota
governor to start a new national party if he
runs for re-election in 2002, but the Body
seems uninterested. Reformers would love
to get their hands on the nation's other
independent governor, Maine's Angus
King. King, however, says he wants no part
of national office, and few people outside
New England could pick him out on "To
Tell the Truth." The dream candidate is
John McCain, but he's vowed to stay in the
GOP. Of course, one guy who could run
again in 2004 is Ralph Nader. He might
find himself reviled by angry liberals-but
you can bet he won't be ignored.

Nader won the marginal
votes that could have

given Gore an undisputed
victory in Florida.

MattBai
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Extreme Samaritans?
IT BEGAN AS A TALE OF NATIONAL VALOR WHEN A PRIVATE CHARITY RESCUED 4L
INFANTS FROM THE RWANDAN GENOCIDE IN 1994, ITALY'S PRESIDENT TREKKED TO Till',
TOWN OF CASTENF.DOLO TO THANK THE MEMBERS OF THE GRUPPO MUSEKF. AND ITS
FOUNDERS, FASHION DESIGNER ERICA LOMBARDI AND HER BROTHER ROBERID
LOMBARD!, A PRIEST.

JUST AS ABRUPTLY the story.disappeared: the genocide
ended, a new government was sworn in in Kigali, and not a
shred of information emerged on •
the children's destiny. In fact, after
18 months in a local boarding
school, they were quietly placed
with foster parents, including .
Lombardi herself and the local
mayor. Last spring Roberto
Lombardi told his parishioners of ";
parable with a good ending in
which reason prevailed, favoring
those who had always hoped that these chil-
dren, who found a home and the warmth of
family love, remained in Italy forever." Erica
Lombardi told a local reporter that a juvenile-
court judge had decreed the adoptions final.

Nobody suggested that Sunday the chil-
dren had relatives in Rwanda who survived
the genocide and clamor for their return. But
employees of the charity had been keeping
track. Since 1995 they had been compiling a dossier that
they say proves that group leaders withheld this knowl-

edge. The proof, they say, is on draft documents of aban-
donment that Cesarina Alghisi, the director of the Museke

A charity's leaders say they want what's best
for the kids. Some former employees claim

they went too far to get it

clinic in Rilma, Rwanda, took with her to
Rwanda in 1995 in an unsuccessful effort to
persuade the families to relinquish the chil-
dren. In addition, they charge that pleading let-
ters from the families went undelivered to the
children or their caretakers. "There were
dozens of letters that I carried myself," says
one former staffer. Alghisi called her accusers
"complete liars."

Tom Masland
and

Lara Santera
EBH33353
I NEWS SERVICE]

The alleged documents of abandonment, which contain a
questionnaire on whether the children have surviving rela-

tives, often offer contradictory reports on their family situa-
tions. For example, the father of a 1-year-old is described as
"too poor to raise Sara." At the bottom is a note signed by
him: "I beg this organization to please return my child as
soon as possible. I will raise her like I am raising the others
even if I am poor." The employees say Alghisi left copies of
the documents in the clinic. The Rwandan government sub-
sequently compiled a dossier, on all 41 children, providing
the basis of a formal complaint to Italy last month.

- Obtained by NEWSWEEK, the
document says all but six are
claimed by blood relatives.

Interviewed at her fashion
house, Erica Lombardi broke
down repeatedly. She suggested
that the children had been aban-
doned to begin with, and said that
Kigali's accusation that the adop-
tions were improper was motivat-

ed by pride. "The children are all I ever cared about," she
said. She added that the children were better off in Italy.
"They ride, they go on holiday in Sardinia and they don't
like flies." Andrea Trebeschi, the lawyer for the group and
the Italian adoptive parents, emphasized that there was no
legal presumption the children would live better lives in
Italy, but would not comment on allegationsthey had
Rwandan family that wanted them back. He insisted, "Each
of these cases was judged on its individual merits."
Confirming that will be the job of the Italian authorities.

f'
i

Toxic Seas, Angry Skies
THE SEA HAD BEEN RAGING FOR TWO DAYS, AND
THE WIND IIOWI ,ED STEADILY AT 80 MILES PER
HOUR—WITH GUSTS OCCASIONALLY REACHING
150MPII. WHEN DANIEL BOUSQUET PEERED
THROUGH 131NOCULARS OUT HIS WINDOW W THE
FRENCH PORT CITY OF CHERBOURG LAST TUESDAY,
HI-: NOTICED TWO SHIPS STRUGGLING THROUGH
THE CHOPPY SEAS.

ONE WAS A local tug, known
as the Abeille Flandre. Behind it
was a 376-foot tanker called the
Ievoli Sun, and it was foundering.
"The boats were coming straight
toward shore," said Bousquet, a
Green Party official. "And then I
saw the lights on the ranker disap-
pear, and that's where she went,
down." , ,

The ship was carrying danger-
pus cargo: 4,000 tons of styrene, a
highly toxic plastics base, for Shell
Oil. Scientists say the risk of seri-
ous long-term contamination is
low; styrene evaporates rapidly on
the surface and solidifies in water.
But the incident outraged many
French and raised renewed con-
cerns about the safety of ships
passing through their waters.
Indeed/less than a year ago the oil
tanker Erika broke up, unleashing

20,000 tons of crude oil onto
Brittany's pristine shores. After'
that spill, the French clamored for •

. stricter laws to head off further
maritime disasters. Even so, the
-Ievoli Sun rated an unimpressive
32 out of 50 on the international
safety scale. Under laws currently
being debated in Brussels, Europe
would allow only those vessels
with a rating of 12 or lower—1
being the best—to pass through its
waters. President Jacques Chirac
has promised to use the French
presidency of the European Union
to push through the measures
before the end of the year. France's
Environment minister, Dominique
Voynet, said she was "scandal- •
ized" by the latest sinking. But no
one took it harder than France's
fishermen, whose business was
already suffering from the Erika

spill. "We are bitter," says Jacky
Duval, a Cherbourg fisherman.

The Ievoli Sun was only 11
years old but it didn't have a great
track record; Of six port examina-
tions conducted-since 1998, the
boat was
detained for
"anomalies"
three separate
times. Last
September,
after a dry-
dock exami-
nation in
Sicily, the
Italian certifi-

. cation compa-
ny Rina—the
same outfit that -
signed off on the
seaworthiness of the
Erika—gave the ,
Ievoli Sun the go-
ahead again. But a month later,

' Dutch authorities discovered 12
different problems and held it for
three days. A

Last Week the Ievoli Sun was
bound from Britain for the former
Yugoslavia when it ran into trou- ,
ble. At 4:30 on the morning of Oct.
30, the crew notified the French
Coast Guard about a leak in the

hull. Around 9, the crew—12
. Italians and two Spaniards—were

evacuated by a French rescue heli-
copter. Twelve hours later the
Abeille Flandre reached the boat
and began towing it east toward
the French coast. Inclement weath-
er forced the tug to reduce its
speed to a meager three knots. Just
after 9 the next morning, Tuesday,
the Ievoli Sun sank in 200 feet of
water. " . , • • •

Fury in
Cherbourg over
another sunken

tanker

Almost
immediate-
ly, some of
the carcino-
genic
styrene
began leak-
ing slowly
to the sur-
face. A pale
slick now
stains the

waves and a chemi-
cal stench fills the
air. But scientists
say the disagreeable
odor will serve as a

warning. "The fish will smell bad
and people won't eat them," says
Michel Lemoine, head of the
French Research Institute for
Exploration of the Sea, in
Normandy. "The danger for
humans is extremely low."

The most nettlesome controver-
sy of the investigation concerns
the place where the ship went

Scott Johnson

down", on the eastern tip of the
Casquets zone, a series of trenches
marking the deepest part of the
English Channel, which are lit-
tered with discarded weapons
from World War II, mustard gas

. and radioactive waste. When the
Abeille Flandre picked up the
Ievoli Sun; it headed straight for
the Casquets zone. That led some
to wonder if it was meant to be
scuttled. Though environmental
activists have been careful to
, avoid outright cover-up charges,
they claim authorities haven't
been open. Indeed, throughout the
week, authorities said the Ievoli
Sun was headed for Cherbourg.
But officials from the maritime
prefecture there said the currents
and wind dictated that the boat be '
towed east toward the Casquets
zone. "That boat was not coming
here," says Stephane Pislor, a local- '
official. AU of which has made
environmentalists \vonder why
the authorities can't gettheir sto-
ries straight. "It's a very strange
coincidence that the bpat hap-
pened to sink just there," says
Jannich Rousselet of Greenpeace
France. Bousquet suggests that
authorities just wanted to get the
troubled ship away from Brittany.
"After the Erika, another catastro-
phe [there] would have been too
much," he says. While the smell
on the sea was dissipating last
week, the political stench is likely
to endure for months to come. >

Write for The Beacon
email:

beacon@student.wpunj.edu
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Bush is not ill-intentioned—just oblivious

AUSTIN, Texas — In the long view of history —
always a consoling perspective at a time like this — the
2000 presidential campaign most likely will rank as a
giant waste of time. . . . .

Our future depends on The Stuff They Wouldn't Talk
About—economic globalization, global warming, the .
spread of AIDS, the need for some social control of
new technologies and the corruption of our political
system. Al and Tipper Gore's big smooch got more ink.

Having set the proper tone of superiority here — it is
now obligatory for
journalists to drip dis-
dain on the democrat-
ic process as we
assist in deforming it
— may I say that I'm
mad as hell? Not only
has this been a stupid
campaign, but it has
been a deceitful one.
Gore's reputation as '

a fibber and an exag-
gerator is apparently
set in stone — despite
the fact that he never claimed to have invented the
Internet (although he assisted at its creation), that he
was in fact a model for the lead character in "Love
Story" (the stiff), that he never claimed he had discov-
ered Love Canal and that he did in fact have to work
hard on his father's farm in Tennessee when he was a
boy. That's the way it goes in Medialand.

Meanwhile, Texans have been enjoying the surreal
experience of discovering that we live in Paradise and
that we owe it all to George W. Bush, the fifth-most-
important official in the state.
Now, the fact is that our state has a rotten record and,
always has had a rotten, record, and that's a conse-
quence of public policy here. We're a low-tax, low-ser-
vice state, so we rank poorly on everything that govern-
ment does.

Our public health care stinks; our criminal justice
system is deeply racist(not to mention that it encour-
ages lawyers to catch upon much-needed sleep); and
we have a few other problems that would curl hair in '
someplace like Iowa. Mostly, people here don't much
notice any of this, being used to it. And besides, we're
Texans, so we're actually proud of it.

Then along comes this campaign, and suddenly our
governor is telling the rest of the country that we lead
the nation in education and that he personally is
responsible for this astonishing turn of events; that
everyone in Texas has full access to health care; that
each prisoner we fry has a competent lawyer; that the
governor himself led the fight for1 a strong Patients' Bill
of Rights; and that our air and water are crystal-clear
under his environmentally friendly leadership.
(Actually, Bush never really made that last claim — he

just says the other guy is lying when he says Texas is

real polluted, even though it's real polluted.)
When all this started, I used to tell people calmly;

"Well, I think you ought to look at his record, because
it's pretty clear, and you can make up your mind from
that." Now I feel like standing out by the highway in the
rain with a sign that says: "Don't Vote for George W.
Bush — He's Not Up to the Job."
I'm sorry — the man is inadequate. You cannot slide

through life on your daddy's name, turning in a poor
performance in school and the military, and a distinctly

questionable per-
formance in the
business world,
loaf through a few
years in baseball
trading Sammy
Sosa and then tell
outrageous lies

-Writer fw the Forth Worth I about your part-
.t}*~.-«.', j. ,. • time performance

in a powerless job.
Thjs is silly. '
One of the few

truly eerie things •
about W. is his inability to admit that he did it all on
tuck. Lots of people are born lucky in life, but they're
not born blind to that fact. No one is asking him to feel
guijty about it; awareness would suffice.

I've never found Bush ill-intentioned—just oblivi-
ous. In fact, I suspect that he's rather easily touched by

• people with sadder lives than his own.
What Bush does not get is the connection between

policy and results in real people's lives. He really thinks
we'd be better Off if most of government was done by
charities. He thinks that nice corporate polluters will
volunteer to cut down on filth. I know he's good at poli-
tics, but he is not interested in governing. It bores him;
he has no attention span for it. ,

If this were just an election that was going to put a
lightweight in the White House, I wouldn't feel so" bad.
We can survive that. But I'm not sure.that we can sur-
vive what comes with Bush, or more precisely, what's
behind him.

On Nov. 2, The Wall Street Journal ran a rather chill-
ing article about the Business-Industry Political Action
Committee, "an organization dedicated to keeping
Congress in pro-business hands."

It was specifically about a congressional district in
Kentucky where local and national business interests
have organized to protect an incumbent who voted
against the Patients' Bill of Rights. That's a simple fight:
On one side you have the people, and on the other
side you have the HMOs. So the HMOs are now buy-
ing that district.

Our political system is corrupted by money, and the
only thing that George W. Bush wants to do about it is
make it worse.

Dear Carolyn:
Note, I'd say I'm a cool, funny, intelligent,

witty and spontaneous kind of guy. I'm very
outgoing and I live to have fun. And I'm
24, average build, yada yadayada.

. The only problem is that I'm
unattractive. Because of this, I feel
like I'm missing out on all the joys
of life that everyone else gets to
enjoy, I have lots of friends and they
all love me and love being around
me, but I've never had a long-term
girlfriend, In fact, I've only had sex
once. I am constantly meeting women
at clubs, through friends, etc., and I find it hard
to believe nobody on this planet will be able to •
overlook what is on my outside and take full
advantage of what I have to offer. I take good

care of myself, I have a good job, I liveon my
own.,. but I'm just plain ugly. 1$ there hope
that someday things might change? —
Unloved

VESJU BOS ABOUT IT ®
Advice for the Under-30 Crowd

At the moment, I'm just hoping you
don't change; I'd hate to see bitterness
creep into one ot the most disarming and
likable voices ever to pass through this
space. It could be my wacky optimism or

that unfortunate
blow to the head,
but I really do
"think things will
change. Might.
History says pos-
sibly. On the
superficial level,
gravity has the
last word in
looks, and the
pronounced dif-
ferences among
us—so cruelly
evident at 24—
clearly will
lessen with time.
(I've found that
gravity tugs
more spitefully
on those who
were popular in
high school, if
that's any conso-
lation. Late
bloomers RULE.)

And on the
emotional level,
time offers some-

. thing for every-
one, even the
never-bloomers. I
don't know when
it happens, but it
does: One day,
mature people
wake up and

. realize that looks
have plummeted
from the top of
the Things That
Matter chart.
Where they land
depends on the
person, and the
situation; in mat-
ters sexual, they
still of course
have a place. But
it's not first

place, or second/ or even a lock to make
the Top 5. The mind really is the true cen-
ter of chemistry, once the age cops break
up that godawful hormonal keg party that

starts raging inside at 13.

I'll take your word for it
that your face does get in •
the way, and it may always
remain a hurdle, even for
less-than-shallow women.
Human is human. But your
wonderful insides double,
triple, quadruple your odds

that your face won't be the end-all for
every woman you meet. I will put this as
gently as possible, but there's really no
good way to say it: I've seen some real
genetic non-starters walk the aisle to con-

Cove Hut
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nubial bliss.
That wasn't gentle at all, was it.
The point is, there's a chance—not even

supermodels get guarantees—that some
evolved mind/character/personality is
going to meet your mind/character/per-
sonality and thrill to it down to her toes.
You could be 25,40 or 60, whenever the
right person gets the right chance to
know you. At 24, the, um, urgency might
feel intense, and the pain of denied intima-
cy is a difficult one to ignore. You are just
as human. But whileyou're waiting, please
know that this seems to be the only joy
that you've missed. (And some woman is
missing out, too.) From the looks of it, I'd
say you're swimming in all of the rest

Dear Carolyn: . . .
I started a new job six months ago. It was a

promotion and a chance to work more indepen-
dently on projects. However, about a month
ago, things began to change drastically. Every
week, a new change was inflicted
upon the description of my work. The projects
went through so many changes that they were
not appealing. This was.recognized, and 1 was
told I could choose to do something else, but
nothing else was offered. If your job changes
drastically, does your employer "owe" you
another one?

—-Depressed

If you want a difficult life, guaranteed,
start viewing everything in terms of what
you are owed. Might as well give your job
description one final rewrite—""profession-
al victim"—-and be done with it.

A company owes you pay commensu-
rate with your work as well as some
legally mandated environmental niceties,
but beyond that, I'm afraid you're on your
own. In fact, that your company recog-
nized your dissatisfaction and offered you
an out says they're more than minimally
responsive. They've basically handed you a
much more (don't barf) empowering ques-
tion: ̂ Since they're letting me pick my new
job, which one's the best I can get?"

When you loathe the way you spend
about half of your waking hours, it's easy
to get in a funk. But you should also get
sick of that funk, fast—and haul out of it.
Decide what you want (along with the
minimum that you'll settle for), go to your
company and ask for it. The answer can
always be no, so have your resume ready.

Write to "Tell Me About It," c/o The
Washington Post, Style Plus,
115015th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20071
or e-mail: tellme ©washpost.com. Chat
online with Carolyn each Friday at noon
and Monday at 3 p.m., both Eastern time,
at www.washingtonpost.com.
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Ms. Houston, you have a problem Viva Wavjne Hall!!'.

Writer for the Washington

Post WrHtsr's Group

W i hat's a four-letter wordfor spoiled rot-
ten and above the law? "Diva." One of
America's self-proclaimed divas, pop

star arid actress Whitney Houston, demonstrates
how celebrity women exploit Jheir fame and gender
to escape resppnsibility for inexcusable conduct.

This week, an attorney for Houston won dis-
missal of a drug possession case against the
singer. She was stopped in Hawaii 10 months ago
after airport officials found 15.2 grams of marijuana
in her purse. .
When airport
staff tried to
detain her until
police arrived,
Houston ditched
her handbag
and hustled
onto a plane
headed for San.
Francisco to
escape arrest. If
any average, citi-
zen had attempted to do the same, he or she would
have been charged with drug possession, smug-
gling, and obstruction of justice — and would have
faced at least 30 days in jail along with a $1,000
fine. Houston didn't even have to show up for the
hearing. . •

Roughly 600,000 people were arrested for mari-
juana-related offenses nationwide in 1995 afone. In
15 states, mandatory minimum laws actually require
life sentences for certain nonviolent marijuana
offenses. "What happens time and time again in the
drug war is that big shots are,treated differently
from other people," noted Hoover Institution fellow
Joseph McNamara in ah interview about the
Houston case with Salon.com.. "This goes on all the
time with relatives of congressmen and senators
where rules that are mandatory for others don't
seem to apply." , . " .

Houston faces no consequences for breaking
the law. She must simply complete "a probation-like
program." Her attorney promises that she will exhib-
it good behavior. But that is something she seems
congenitally incapable of doing.
The six-time Grammy Award winner started her
career as a gospel singer, but shows little rever-
rence these days for anything'other than her own-

< image and indulgence. A recent
profile in Jane magazine featured a fax from
Houston's management team demanding food

required at her photo shoot, starting with "Deer
Park Water, at room temperature" and ending with
"Gummy bears." She once threw a tantrum and
held up a music video production for four hours
over a "completely inadequate" dressing room chair.

"The greatest love of all," proclaimed one of
Houston's first hit songs, "is learning to love your-
self." Who knew, she'd take the melodic cult of self-
esteem to such excessive heights?

"I'm not exactly sure what the exact definition of
a diva is," wrote the reporter for Jane magazine
who interviewed Houston. "My guess is it's an artist

who initially
agrees to let you
into her home to
do an interview
and then changes
her mind. Maybe
it's a woman who
invites you out to
dinner then can-
cels an hour
before. I'm a hun-
dred percent sure
that a diva is also

a woman who shows tip for a photo shoot four
hours late."

Houston has a penchant for being tardy, cancel-
ing concerts, and skipping out of public engage-
ments. She bailed out of her own father's 80th
birthday party, but found time to attend demagogue
Louis Farrakhan's "Million Family March" last month
in Washington, D.C., with her husband, recording
artist Bobby Brown (a convicted drunk driver and
playboy who has fathered at least'four children with
three different women). Houston seems to share
Farrakhan's anti-Semitic leanings. She referred in a
profanity-laced media interview to a jeweler as "this
Jew guy on Diamond Row in New York," but has
yet to receive any John Rocker-style sensitivity
training from her record label.

For some inexplicable reason, Whitney Houston
remains a popular role model. In a recent interview
with Ebony magazine, she shared tier parenting

. advice: "As a mother you try to give your child the
best tHat you can," she said, "and the best thing I
can give (to my daughter) is the love of God, and to
teach her the way I was taught. Whatever you do,
train a child up in the way of God, no matter what."
Before she gives other mothers advice, Houston

would do well to .grow up and-relearn some basic
lessons in doing unto others and leading by exam-
ple. Living by a diva double standard is no way to
teach a child right from wrong.

Wayne Hall is the student cafeteria at William Paterson University

I've read so many articles in this
paper trashing the cafeteria on
campus, Wayne Hall, or "Wayne

Stairas they've called it, and I
really don't understand where the
authors ofthese articles are com-
ing from. The articles claim the
food's bad, the service is bad,
there's not enough, room, and
everything else
that could possibly
be wrong with a
cafeteria. I find
none of this to be
true, r would even
go as far as saying
that I like Wayne Hall. Now that
they've opened up the new sec- .
tion, there is plenty of room. The
members of the staff there are
anything but rude to me. John,
who serves fries, talks baseball
and politics with me. Mary, the
pancakes lady, is always smiling.
The entire staff are pleasant and
go out of their way to make polite
small talk with me as they serve

Lauren
Talarico

The Beacon

my food.-The food is warm, fresh,
and most of it is prepared with
love while you wait. There is a
diversity of entrees in the cafete-
ria, including vegan options, that
the Student Center just cannot
compete with. The spoiled brats
who complain about Wayne hall,
should take a closer look at the

Student Center. The
people who work there
are slow and rude. The
beyond greasy food is
microwaved while you
wait, and is always cold
by the time you find a

seat. I've gotten undercooked
chicken there more than once,
and it's not unusual to have the
Burger King staff inform you
"there's no meat, you're gonna
have to wait 20 minutes or so." I
don't understand why anyone in
the right mind would eat at that
dump when they onlyhave to
walk a little bit farther-to Wayne
Hall. •

Going Home(osexual) for the holidays

While some people feel that
dealing with homosexual
acceptance is amusing and

that it is a great topic for entertainment,
others fear of rejection and broken hearts.
Coming out to anyone as a homosexual
or bisexual can be one of the most nerve-
wracking experiences of someone's life.
Let's take a look at how things work'in
the real world.

Before we turn around, it will be
Thanksgiving, and I have a huge prob-
lem. After two years at William
Paterson, I have found a boyfriend that
fulfills everything that I have ever imag-
ined. He recently asked me if I would
bring him home to my family for the hol-
iday. I don't know what I was thinking
when I said "yes," because my parents
don't even know that I am gay. My
fattier lives by the Bible, my mother just
got out of the hospital and my brothers
just broke up with their girlfriends. I
really want to bring my boyfriend home,
but the timing can't be worse and I am'

scared to death of being interrogated
when I arrive. What should 1 do?
Sincerely, Pioneer304@aol.com

Marc Grill
The Beacon

I completely understand your anxiety
and confusion because coming out to
people, especially your family members,

is a very difficult process. Because you
have little time before you go home and
your family needs time to talk to you
alone, I suggest that you talk to your
boyfriend and tell him that as of now
you aren't ready. If he loves you, he will
wait for you to straighten things out. If
you have the chance to talk to your fam-
ily face to face, do so. You might be sur-
prised of their reaction. Although they
do not seem like they would accept your
sexual orientation, they might want to
understand and accept you because you
are family. It is true that they can be
harsh and unwelcoming, but you need
to give them a chance. If they welcome
you with open arms, you may be able to
tell them that you have a boyfriend and

wish to bring him to Thanksgiving din-
ner. If they seem like they need more
time, maybe you can bring your
boyfriend home another time. There is
no need to rush into things, so take your
time and understand that your family
may need time to accept your sexuality.

Diversity writers needed!
Opinion* on eocieivj, poli-

tiC6> religion, or anvjihin^

•thai pitted vjou off .

Everting fe utelcome,

censorship doesn't octet.

Send fiubmiG&iortt -to Alii)

the DtvBTftiivi Editor, a t
beacon@student.wpunj.edu



Bush is not ill-intentioned—just oblivious
AUSTIN, Texas — In the long view of history —

always a consoling perspective at a time like this — the
2000 presidential campaign most likely will rank as a
giant waste of time. " . •

Our future depends on The Stuff They Wouldn't Talk
About —economic globalization, global warming, the
spread of AIDS, the need for some social control of
new technologies and the corruption of our political
system. Al and Tipper Gore's big smooch got more ink.

Having set the proper tone of superiority here — it is
now obligatory for •
journalists to drip dis-
dain On the democrat-
ic process as we
assist in deforming it
— may I say that I'm
mad as hell? Not only
has this been a stupid
campaign, but it has-
been a deceitful one.
Gore's reputation as

a fibber and an exag-
gerator is apparently
et in stone -r. despite

the fact that he never claimed to have invented the
Internet (although he assisted at Its creation), that he
vSas ta (act a model for the lead character in "Love
Story" (.the stiff), that he never claimed he had discov-
ered Love Canal and that he did in fact have to work
hard on his father's farm in Tennessee when he was a
boy. That's the way it goes in Medialand.

Meanwhile, Texans have been enjoying the surreal
experience of discovering that we live in Paradise and
that we owe it all to George W. Bush, the fifth-most-
important official in the state.
Now, the fact is that our state has a rotten record and,
always has had a rotten record, and that's a conse-
quence of public policy here. We're a low-tax, low-ser-
vice state, so we rank poorly on everything that govern-
ment does.

Our public health care stinks; our criminal justice
system is deeply racist (hot to mention that it encour-
ages lawyers to catch upon much-needed sleep); and
we have a few other problems that would curl hair in '
someplace like Iowa. Mostly, people here don't much
notice any of this, being used to it. And besides, we're
Texans, so we're actually proud of it.

Then along comes this campaign, and suddenly our
governor is telling, the rest of the country that we lead
the nation in education and that he personally is
responsible for this astonishing turn of events; that
everyone.in Texas has full access to health care; that
each prisoner we fry has a competent lawyer; that the
governor himself led the fight for1 a strong Patients' Bill
of Rights; and that our air and water are crystal-clear
under his environmentally friendly leadership.
(Actually, Bush never really made that last claim — he

just says the other guy is lying when he says Texas is

real polluted, even though it's real polluted.)
When all this started, I used to tell people calmly:

"Well, I think you ought to-look at his record, because
it's pretty clear, and you can make up your mind from
that." Now I feel like standing out by thehighway in the
rain with a sign that says: "Don't Vote for George W..
Bush — He's Not Up to the Job."
I'm sorry — the man is inadequate. You cannot slide

through life on your daddy's name, turning in a poor
performance in school and the military, and a distinctly

questionable per-
formance in the
business world,
loaf through a few
years in baseball .
trading Sammy
Sosa and then tell
outrageous lies

Wrter for tfie Forth Worth
**: Star-Telegram, Texas **"

about your part-
time performance
in a powerless job.
This is silly. '
One of the few

truly eerie things •
about W. is his inability to admit that he did it all on
tuck. Lots of people are born lucky in life, but they're
not born blind to that fact. No one is asking him to feel
guilty about it; awareness would suffice.

I've never found Bush ill-intentioned—just oblivi-
ous. In fact, I suspect that he's rather easily touched by
people with sadder lives than his own.

What Bush does not get is the connection between
policy and results in real people's lives. He really thinks
we'd be better off if most of government was done by
charities. He thinks that nice corporate polluters will
volunteer to cut down on filth. 1 know he's good at poli-
tics, but he is not interested in governing. It bores him;
he has no attention span for it.

If this were just an election that was going to put a
lightweight in the White House, I wouldn't feel so" bad.
We can survive that. But I'm not sure.that we can sur-
vive what comes with Bush, or more precisely, what's
behind him.

On Nov. 2, The Wall Street Journal ran a rather chill-
ing article about the Business-Industry Political Action
Committee, "an organization dedicated to keeping
Congress in pro-business hands."

It was specifically about a congressional district in
Kentucky where local and national business interests
have organized to protect an incumbent who voted

. against the Patients' Bill of Rights. That's a simple fight:
On one side you have the people, and on the other
side you have the HMOs. So the HMOs are now buy-
ing that district.

Our political system is corrupted by money, and the
only thing that George W. Bush wants to do about it is
make it worse.

Dear Carolyn:
Now, I'd say I'm a cool, funny, intelligent,

witty and spontaneous kind of guy. I'm very
outgoing and I live lo have fun. And I'm
24, average build, yada yada yada.
The only problem is that I'm
unattractive. Because of Ms, I feel
like I'm missing out on till the joys
of life that everyone else gets to
enjoy, I have Jots of friends and they
alt love me and love being around
me, but I've never had a long-term
girlfriend. In fact, I've only had sex
once, I am constantly meeting women
at clubs, through friends, etc., and I find it hard
to believe nobody on this planet will be able to •
overlook what is on my outside and take full
advantage of what I have to offer. I take good

care of myself, I have a good job, I live on my
own.,. but I'm just plain ugly, Is there hope
that someday things might change? —
Unloved

'I'lBiflf, HD3 ABOUT FT
Advice for the Under-30 Crowd

At the moment, I'm just hoping you
don't change; I'd hate to see bitterness
creep into one of the most disarming and
likable voices ever to pass through this
space. It could be my wacky optimism or

that unfortunate
blow to the head,
but I really do
think things will
change. Might
History says pos-
sibly. On the
superficial level/
gravity has the
last word in
looks/ and the
pronounced dif-
ferences among
us—so cruelly
evident at 24—
clearly will
lessen with time.
(I've found, that
gravity tugs
more spitefully
on those who
were popular in
high school, if
that's any conso-
lation. Late
bloomers RULE.)

And on the
emotional level,
time offers some-

. thing for-every-
one, even the
never-bloomers. I
don't know when
it happens, but it
does: One day,
mature people
wake up and
realize that looks
have plummeted
from the top of
the Things That

- Matter chart.
Where they land
depends on the
person, and the
situation; in mat-
ters sexual, they
still of course
have a place. But
it's not first

place, or second, or. even a lock to make
the Top 5. The mind really is the true cen-
ter of chemistry, once the age cops break
up that godawful hormonal keg party that

starts raging inside at 13.

I'll take your word for it
that your face does get in •
the way, and it may always
remain a hurdle, even for
less-than-shallow women.
Human is human. But your
wonderful insides double,
triple, quadruple your odds

that your face won't be the end-all for
every woman you meet. I will put this as
gently as possible, but there's really no
good way to say it: I've seen some real
genetic non-starters walk the aisle to con-

Cove Hut
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nubial bliss. :
That wasn't gentle at all, was it.
The point is, there's a chance—not even

supermodels get guarantees—that some
evolved mind/character/personality is
going to meet your mind/character/per-
sonality and thrill to it down to her toes.
You could be 25,40 or 60, whenever the
right person gets the right chance to
know you. At 24, the, um, urgency might
feel intense, and the pain of denied intima-
cy is a difficult one to ignore. You are just
as human. But while'you're waiting, please
know that this seems to be the only joy
that you've missed. (And some woman is
missing out, too.) From the looks of it, I'd
say you're swimming in all of the rest.

Dear Carolyn:
I started a new job six months ago. It was a

promotion and a chance to work more indepen-
dently on projects. However, about a month
ago, things began to change drastically. Every
week, a new change was inflicted
upon the description of my work. The projects
went through so many changes that they were
not appealing. This was recognized, and I was
told I could choose to do something else, but
nothing else was offered. If your job changes
drastically, does your employer "owe" you
another one?

—Depressed

If you want a difficult life, guaranteed,
start viewing everything in terms of what
you are owed. Might as well give your job
description onefinal rewrite—^profession-
al victim"—and be done with it.

A company owes you pay commensu-
rate with your work as well as some
legally mandated environmental niceties,
but beyond that, I'm afraid you're on your
own. In fact, that your company recog-
nized your dissatisfaction and offered you
an out says they're more than minimally
responsive. They've basically handed you a
much more (don't barf) empowering ques-
tion: "Since they're letting me pick my new
job, which one's the best I can get?"

When you loathe the way you spend
about half of your waking hours, it's easy
to get in a funk. But you should also get
sick of that funk, fast—and haul out of it.
Decide what you want (along with the
minimum that you'll settle for), go to your
company and ask for it. The answer can
always be no, so have your resume ready.

Write to "Tell Me About It," c/o The
Washington Post, Style Plus,
115015th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20071
or e-mail: tellme <©washpost.com. Chat
online with Carolyn each Friday at noon
and Monday at 3 p.m., both Eastern time,
at www.washingtonpost.com.
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Ms. Houston, you have a problem Viva Wavjne Hal l !"

Writer for the Washington
Part Writer'* Group

Wi hat's a four-letter wordfor spoiled rot-
ten and above the law? "Diva." One of
America's self-proclaimed divas, pop

star and actress Whitney Houston, demonstrates
how celebrity women exploit their fame and gender
to escape responsibility for inexcusable conduct.

This week, an attorney for Houston won dis-
missal of a drug possession case against the
singer. She was stopped in Hawaii 10 months ago
after airport officials found 15.2 grams of marijuana
in her purse. ,
When airport
staff tried to
detain her until
police arrived,
Houston ditched
her handbag
and hustled
onto a plane
headed for San:

Francisco to
escape arrest. If
any average, citi-
zen had attempted to do the same, he or she would
have been charged with drug possession, smug-
gling, and obstruction of justice — and would have
faced at least 30, days in jail along with a $1,000
fine. Houston didn't even have to show up for the
hearing. .

Roughly 600,000 people were arrested for mari-
juana-related offenses nationwide in 1995 alone. In .
15 states, mandatory minimum laws actually require
life sentences for certain nonviolent marijuana
offenses. "What happens time and time again in the
drug war is that big shots are. treated differently
from other people," noted Hoover Institution fellow
Joseph tylcNamara in an interview about the
Houston case with Salon.com.. "This goes on all the
time with relatives of congressmen and senators
where rules that are mandatory for others don't
seem to apply." . • . " • • • .

Houston faces no consequences for breaking
the law. She must simply complete "a probation-like
program." Her attorney promises that she will exhib-
it good behavior. But that is something she seems
congenitally incapable of doing.
The six-time Grammy Award winner started her
career as a gospel singer, but shows little rever-
rence these days for anything"other than her own-

. image and indulgence. A recent
profile in Jane magazine featured a fax from
Houston's management team demanding food

required at her photo shoot, starting with "Deer
Park Water, at room temperature" and ending with
"Gummy bears." Sne once threw a tantrum and
held up a music video production for four hours
over a "completely inadequate" dressing room chair.

"The greatest love of all," proclaimed one of
Houston's first hit songs, "is learning to love your-
self," Who knew she'd take the melodic cult of self-
esteem to such excessive heights?

"I'm not exactly sure what the exact definition of
a diva is," wrote the reporter for Jane magazine
who interviewed Houston. "My guess is it's an artist

who initially ,
agrees to let you
into her home to
do an interview
and then changes
her mind. Maybe
it's a woman who
invites you out to
dinner then can-
cels an hour
before. I'm a hun-
dred percent sure
that a diva is also

a woman who shows up for a photo shoot four
hours late."

Houston has a penchant for being tardy, cancel-
ing concerts, and skipping out of public engage-
ments. She bailed out of her own father's 80th
birthday party, but found time to attend demagogue
Louis Farrakhan's "Million Family March" last month
in Washington, D.G., with her husband, recording
artist Bobby Brown (a convicted drunk driver and
playboy who has fathered at least'four children with
three different women). Houston seems to share
Farrakhan's anti-Semitic leanings..She referred in a
profanity-laced media interview to a jeweler as "this
Jew guy on Diamond Row in New York," but has
yet to receive any John Rocker^style sensitivity
training from her record label.

For some inexplicable reason, Whitney Houston
remains a popular role model. In a recent interview
with Ebony magazine, she shared her parenting
advice: "As a mother you try to give your child the
best that you can," she said, "and the best thing I
can give (to my daughter) is the love of God, and to
teach her the way I was taught. Whatever you do,
train a child up in the way of God, no matter what."
Before she gives other mothers advice, Houston

would do well to .grow up and •relearn some basic
lessons in doing unto others and leading by exam-
ple. Living by a diva double standard is no way to
teach a child right from wrong.

Wayne Hall is the student cafeteria at William Paterson University

I've read so many articles in this
paper trashing the cafeteria on
campus, Wayne Hall, or "Wayne

Stall"-as they've called it, and I
really don't understand where the
authors ofthese articles are com-
ing from. The articles claim the
food's bad, the service is bad,
there's not enough, room, and
everything else
that could possibly
be wrong with a
cafeteria. I find
none of this to be
true, r would even
go as far as saying
that I like Wayne Hall. Now that
they've opened up the new sec- .
tion, there is plenty of room. The
members of the staff there are
anything but rude to me. John,
who serves fries, talks baseball
and politics with me. Mary, the
pancakes lady, is always smiling.
The entire staff are pleasant and
go out of their way to make polite
small talk with me as they serve

Lauren
. Talarico

The Beacon

my food.. The food is warm, fresh,
and most of it is prepared with
love while you wait. There is a
diversity of entrees in the cafete-
ria, including vegan options, that
the Student Center just cannot
compete with. The spoiled brats
who complain about Wayne hall,
should take a closer look at the

Student Center. The
people who work there
are slow and rude. The
beyond greasy food is
microwaved while you
wait, and is always cold
by the time you find a

seat. I've gotten undercooked
chicken there more than once,
and it's not unusual to have the
Burger King staff inform you
"there's no meat, you're gonna
have to wait 20 minutes or so." I
don't understand why anyone in
the right mind would eat at that
dump when they only have to
walk a little bit farther- to Wayne
Hall. .••-

Going Home(osexual) for the holidays

While some people feel that
dealing with homosexual
acceptance is amusing and

that it is a great topic.for entertainment
others fear of rejection and broken hearts.
Coming out to anyone as a homosexual
or bisexual can be one of the most nerve-
wracking experiences of someone's life..
Let's take a look at how things work "in
the real world.

Before we turn around, it will be
Thanksgiving, and I have a huge prob-
lem. After two years at William
Paterson, I have found a boyfriend that
fulfills everything that I have ever imag-
ined. He recently asked me if I would
bring him home to my family for the hol-
iday. I don't know what 1 was thinking
when I said "yes," because my parents
don't even know that 1 am gay. My
father lives by the Bible, ray mother just
got out of the hospital and my brothers
just broke up with their girlfriends. I
really want to bring my boyfriend home,
but the timing can't be worse and I am

scared to death of being interrogated
when I arrive. What should I do?
Sincerely, Pioneer304@aol.com

Marc Grill
The Beacon

I completely understand your anxiety
and confusion because coming out to
people, especially your family members,

is a very difficult process. Because you
have little time before you go home and
your family needs time to talk to you
alone, I suggest that you talk to your
boyfriend and tell him that as of now
you aren't ready. If he loves you, he will
wait for you to straighten things out. If
you have the chance to talk to your fam-
ily face to face, do so. You might be sur-
prised of their reaction. Although they
do not seem like they would accept your
sexual orientation, they might want to
understand and accept you because you
are family. It is true that they can be
harsh and unwelcoming, but you need
to give them a chance. If they welcome
you with open arms, you may be able to
tell them that you have a boyfriend and

wish to bring him to Thanksgiving din-
ner, If they seem like they need more
time, maybe you can bring your
boyfriend home another time. There is .
no need to rush into tilings, so take your
time and understand that your family
may need time to accept your sexuality.
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0/j Werhun, you must help
me lose myvirginityi I'm
20 years old and I still

haven't taken it to the hole, I've,
had many girlfriends but some-
thing always goes wrong. I can
never take it all the way. I'm get-
ting very impatient and almost
desperate. Do you have any tips
to help me get to the promise
land? My right hand won't keep
me busy forever...
Desperately,
09lcftoof@,hotmail. com

•
 !
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Goldtoof, it's time to start looking

at some other options. Things
don't seem to work out with the
ladies for you, so why don't you
.get past that.. .there are other
ways to lose your virginity. Maybe
it's time to get yourself a sheep.
There's certainly nothing to be
ashamed of. Warm and furry is
warm and furry no matter what it's
attached too.. .right? Getting
over that first intercourse experi-
ence will certainly add to your
confidence and maybe next time
you won't have to bother with tak-
ing a, trip out to the countryside
tor some action. It's up to you;

either continue trying with "
the ladies or hop in the
car, find .yourself a furry,
friend, and become a
man. Don't feel ashamed,

it's the new millenium!

/ can't thank you enough
Werhun! Last week I
wrote you and asked how
to come out of the closet
to my family and your
advice got me out of a
big pickle. I was so excit-
ed when I read your
advice that I couldn't
even wait until
Thanksgiving to take
Paul home and show my
parents who I really am. I
did just like you said. We
were having dinner.with
my family and I abruptly
pulled Paul to me and

gave him a tongue.kiss that would
rip the leather off a snake! My •
family reacted just as you predict-
ed. My father just put his arms in
the air and smiled. My family then
gathered around Paul and I and
we just bathed in happiness. It
was wonderfull My family was so >

touched by my open affection that
they couldn't be upset They
weren't even upset at our 19-year
age difference. Everything worked
out perfectly. Thank you Werhun!
Sincerely,

StarWsses ©yahoo, com

!
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Seton Hall University's School of Graduate Medical Education offers an innovative
Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) in Audiology*

and an innovative •
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Health Sciences:
Audiology & Hearing Science Specialization**

These programs provide you with state-of-the-art academic, clinical, and research opportunities
through affiliation with many prestigious clinical sites and research laboratories.

You mil learn how to provide the most effective diagnostic and treatment procedures to those who exhibit communication
disorders telated to hearing impairments. Fundamental concepts in scientific research methodology and design

in addition to state-of-the-art technical skills are also emphasized.

Our flexible and diverse curricula ate open to post-Bachelor's*** and post-Masters students and
. enableyoutp pursue doctoral studies on a part-time or full-time basis.

. ' For more information or an application call; (973) 275-2825 (Audiology program office)
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: grdmedd@sHedu • On the web: $radmded.$hu.edu
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Thafe what I like to hear
Starkisses! I think it's wonderful
that you were able to expose your
true self to your family and still
keep in their good graces. It's.
good that everything is out in the
open now. You shouldn't have to
stifle your feelings. It doesn't mat-
ter if Paul is a man, woman, 40
year-old man, or 15 year-old boy.
If you love him it doesn't matter.

"Its up to youjeither
continue trying with

the ladies or hop
into the car, find
yourself a furry

friend, and become
a-man*"

I'm just glad I could help.

Werhun, I'm a 26 year-old physi-
cal therapist and I've found myself
entranced with forbidden love. I
went home last weekend and met
an incredible girt. I just happened
to be repeatedly circling the local
middle school and saw her stand-
ing alone on a street corner. I
gave her a ride home and haven't
been the same man since. My
only reservation is that she is 14
years old. I know that it may
seem wrong, but should I go with
my heart and pursue a relation-
ship anyway?
Sincerely,
Chuck

Sure!!!

What is a man to
do Werhun? I love
my girifriend, but I
recently found out
something that she has been
keeping from me. I was looking
through her drawers while she
was showering because I just
needed a pinch of Vaseline, and I
found something unexpected. I ;
found a small plastic baggy full of
cocaine. I can't believe that my
girlfriend could be involved in
drugs without my knowledge. I
feel deceived and don't know how
to approach her about this. How
can I talk to her?
Sincerely,
Buffalo6969420@aol. com

Buffalo, love is love no matter
how you spell it. If you truly love a
woman than you should be willing
to do anything for her. Try doing
some snort with your girlfriend
and see how that takes. You will
relate better to each other if you
both share similar virtues AND
vises. Don't resist her addiction
but embrace it. We all have to
grow up some time. Maybe it's
time for you to realize that
cocaine is a part of everyday life
If you hope to find a good woman
who doesn't snort cocaine than I
would guess that you'd be looking
for quite some time. Just remem-

. ber.that everybody is doing it, and
everybody can't be wrong!

*werhun*
The Beacon

/ need you to help me orgasm
Werhun. My boybriend and me
have a wonderful relationship but
I am not satisfied sexually. He
has not given me a single orgasm
since we've been together. God
knows he's tried, but nothing
works. I don't even think it's his
fault. I have never had an orgasm
with any man, is there something
wrong with me.
Love,

Bigmuffin@hotmail. com

Bigmuffn, you need more than
just a man to have an incredible,
sexual experience. You need to
be stimulated mentally as well
as physically. You need to envi-
sion thoughts that spark your
passionate and sexual side. Try
thinking of your favorite.steamy .
bible selections. This is a trick

* I've prescribed to many ladies
who were unsatisfied with their
sex lives and needed something
to turn on their libido. I've dis-

covered that subconsciously most
woman are aroused by the idea
of making love to biblical figures.
However, if the idea itself does
not arouse you, than I encourage
you to act out one of those
famous and sensual religious
moments. Try shoving a hot poker
into your lovers side and see how
your goodies feelafter that. If you
feel this is sacrilegious, as most
would, then jgst rub some Icy-Hot
on his Penis before intercourse.
That would probably do the trick
too! :

/ think there might be something
wrong with me Werhun. I enjoy
sex but I can't achieve orgasm

with a woman unless
I'm tweaking my nip-
ples. I've asked girls
to do it for me and
the reaction from
many of them isn't
positive. I've also

attempted to pleasure myself by
tweaking them during sex without
my partner knowing but that is
usually unsuccessful and awk-
ward. How can I find pleasure
without involving my nipples? '
Sincerely,
Studcake@iyahoo.com

You can't! It's fust a shame that
you haven't found a woman who
will twist and stimulate your nip-
ples without judging you. Until
you do, indulge your fetish secret-
ly. Just keep a shirt on during sex.
There'll be a party under that shirt
that no one will know about
accept for you. Just throw on
some clamps or tweezers before
starting foreplay and make sure
she stays away from them.
However, if you're worried about,
being discovered, try using a
steak knife and putting a small slit
on each nipple. Then, simply
spray both nipples with pepper
spray before engaging in foreplay.
Now try not to orgasm! The best
thing is that she won't see or feel
anything accept small blood
stains, and the party in your shirt
will be your little secretl
Diversity Editor's Note; This fic-
tional feature is for entertainment
purposes only, not to be taken
seriously. —AC
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D
id you ever wonder about the
way your "so called friends"
treat you sometimes? The

reason I say "so called" is
because you would probably get
treated better by strangers.

For example: Did you ever
notice that when you ask a friend
to do something that requires
money, they always say to you "I
don't have the money, I'm low on
cash short on funds," etc. But
when it's something they want
they miraculously have the
money. Why is that?

Another
example:
When you
call your
friends up to
do something
for the week-
end, you'd
think they'd have the considera-
tion to return your call and give
you a yes or no and acknowledge
that you called. But do they ever?
Of course not. It's too much trou-
ble for,them to go out of their way
to be considerate, and pick up the
phone receiver and dial seven
numbers, (eleven if you need to
dial an area code).

Has this ever happened to you?
You call a friend and ask them

about an event you thought was
the following weekend, when actu-
ally it was that same weekend.
But, you didn't know that until your
friend calls you and says "you
missed the so and so this week-
end, it was a lot of fun." You'd
think that they could of called you
and told you that the event was
that weekend and not the next.
Again too much trouble.

I had another friend who would
always called me up to see if I
knew of any work for her. She
does modeling, acting and is a
makeup artist. I got her a model-'

ing job. This led her to two more
modeling jobs with the same com-
pany. Along with that, 1 also got
her a local television commercial
which led to another. You would
think that after. I helped her that
she would return the favor. I didn't
help her out because I wanted
"something in return, I helped her
out because she was my friend. I
would always have to keep

• reminding her to mention my

name or ask if they
needed any help.
Then she wouldn't
return my calls until
months later. She
wouldn't apologize
about not returning my
calls. When she finally
did return my calls,
she would have the
nerve to ask me if I
could drive her to an
audition that same
day. It seems she only
called when she want-
ed something, never

to say hello or to
see how I was
doing. I'm no longer
friends with her.
Those aren't friends
to begin with.
I have another
friend who was

having a barbecue
and'as always he
does everything last minute
including inviting friends over. He
leaves a message at 7:00 p.m.
saying that he's home and to
come over. I didn't get home until
7:30 or 8:00 p.m. that night so I
call him as soon as I get the mes-
sage. He's not there, so I leave a
message and then beep him.
Time goes by and I don't hear

The Tower Rats are the perfect example of friendship

51tiPfp:?iY
This week has presented a goldmine of idiocy, ,

some it on a national level. So, without further ado,
here's this week's Report.

While I was growing up, television always taught
me that no matter what, at Burger King, you could
have it your way. They even had a little jingle about it
all—"Hold the pickles, hold the lettuce....11 It's a pretty-
easy concept to understand—you order a burger the
way you want it, and that's that. Hell, I could get a
burger topped with chocolate
pudding and asparagus if I
wanted. At the Student
Center Burger King, it's not
that easy. I can't even get a
simple cheeseburger topped
with nothing. I like to get a
plain double cheeseburger-
no lettuce, tomato, ketchup,
or anything else. Just burgers
and cheese—that's it. This
concept is apparently hard
for trie staff at BK to under-
stand—every time I order
this, I get a double cheese-
burger with ketchup. So, I
thought I'd be clever and ask
for a plain burger with no
ketchup. They at least got the
"plain" part right, so I figured
I'd just add "no ketchup" to it
and everything would be fine.
TJtus request is apparently too
complex, and the following exchange always ensues:

and cheese!'1

BK Staf: "Ketchup?"

Frustrated Larry: "AR<3H!!I"

Larry Clow
The Beacon

BK Staff: "Double cheeseburger with ketchup?"

Frustrated Larry: "No...Double cheeseburger, plain,
NO ketchup."

BK Staff: "Okay, cheeseburger and ketchup."

Frustrated Larry: "No, no...Double cheeseburger,
pIain...NO KETCHUP. None. At all."

BKStaff: "Ketchup?."

Frustrated Larry: "Just give me meat and cheese,
okay.? No lettuce, no tomato, no ketchup—just meat

This goes on for another five minutes, until some-
one finally umderstands what I'm saying and makes
my burger. Things go from bad to worse, though,

when I get up the register. At the register,
I'm constantly told that what I want isn't
covered by the meal plan. Some days, my
double cheeseburger is on the meal plan;
some days, it isn't. Now, the sign outside
says that the BK meal plan includes any
sandwich. The last time I checked, a dou-
ble cheeseburger fell under the category
of "any sandwich." However, I must not
know what I'm talking about, since the
cashier constantly accosts me for getting
food that's not on the meal plan. I won't
even get started on how little food the
meal plan covers. Honestly—who consid-
ers one slice of pizza and a drink a
"meal?" That's like an appetizer. And
don't even try to get two slices of pizza,
or two hamburgers—doing so will only'
destroy the cashier's fragile little mind.

Finally, I'd like to take a moment
to comment on the recent election. Once
again, the American people had to make
a choice, and that choice was a resound-

ing "I don't know!" As of this writing (on November
9), a winner has still not been declared. The vote in
Florida is still being recounted, and, in general, no
one has any idea about what's going on. There's con-
troversy over the ballot design in Florida and even
talk of disqualifying thousands of votes. In honor of
this, my Stupid Award of the week will be presented
to two lucky winners. The first part of the award goes
to the TV news media, which did a stellar job of com-
pletely bungling the election results. The second win-
ner is the person (or persons) who designed the
Florida election ballot— thanks to you, the entire
democratic process has come to a grinding halt. So,
remember— one person can make a difference— or,
in this case, one person can screw up an entire elec-
tion.

from him. I then proceed to leave
him a million messages and beep
him a million times, still no word.
I'm totally mad at this point
because not only did I cancel
plans to go to his barbecue, but I
invited another friend to go with
me and she went to his house and
he wasn't even there. She waited
for over an hour. She told me she
called my friend and left a mes-
sage on his machine telling me
she was on her way. Now I was
supposed to be there to receive

her message to rrieet her •
there. But, since my friend
decided to disappear, I never
got there and my friend waited
for an hour. Do you think my
friend would of called me and
apologized for his behavior? If
you said no, then you win the
prize. I call him a few days
later to see if he's all right and
I notice that he's changed his
answering machine message.
Now that I know he's all right, \
unleash my
wrath of fury into
his answering'
machine. He
calls me weeks
later and says I was going to
call you." He still hasn't, but
then again this isn't the first
time he's done something like
this. Maybe I'll hear from him
by the time you read this.

. You know the old saying,
"You don't know who you're
friends are unti I your time of
need." Well, four of my friends
stopped calling me when I was
going through cancer treat-
ments. There's only one I have
been recently talking to, but
the others I haven't heard
from. Whatever it was that
made them stop calling me,
should have been pushed to

Eddy Azzolino
The Beacon

the side until I got better enough
to iron it out. Your friend is sick
and your letting trivial, unimpor-
tant, petty things get in the way of
your friendship because you're
selfish'. If indeed that's what it
was. I never did find out why the
other three stopped calling me.
People have told me "well maybe
they couldn't handle it." First of all
that's a very lame excuse and a
cop out, second of all if they
indeed couldn't handle it then why
didn't they tell me. God forbid I
died from the cancer then what
wouidthey have said\hevV?
Whether or not they cared, it still
would of been too late and that is
the sad part.

The biggest excuse of them all
is when your friends say they
couldn t call you because they
were busy. No one is ever too
busy to pick up the phone and
call. A phone cail takes less then a
minute to make. When someone
says they .couldn't call you

because they were
busy it's iust an
excuse to say they
couldn't be both-
ered, and instead of.

coming right out and saying they
couldn't be bothered, they say
they are very busy. Which is a
nicer way of putting it If they liter-
ally didn't return anyone's phone .
calls then you'd believe them. We
all pick and choose who we call
'and don't call back. I think that's
more a, manner of who we want to
call than who we should call.
Friendship is a job that you have
to work at to maintain. Just like
any job it comes with responsibili-
ties, i

All responses to this article can be
• sent to the beacon
beaconSs tudent.wpunj.edu

Writers Needed for Flip Flop!
Have an opinion? Know someone with the

exact opposite conviction? Submit articles to
The beacon at

beacon©3tudent.wpunj.edu
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Opinion/Editorial

F
or all the relative newness of our country, Americans
have a fascination with old stuff. Nearly everyone has
an attic or basement full of ticket stubs', outgrown cloth-

ing and old toys. It's a part of life, and most people ignore
their stashed-away junk. Some Americans, however, aren't
content to sit idly by while the pieces of our past moulder and
mildew, in obscurity. ,

When someone decides to take out the odds and
ends they've collect-
ed and put them on ,
display, you can
learn a lot about -
their personality. In
Fuquay-Varina,
N.C., for example,
you can find Marvin
Johnson's Gourd
Museum. A lifelong collector
of gourds, Johnson decided
some years ago to share his passion with the rest of
America. His oldest known gourd "dates back to 1804, and
has the word "Grandmother" embossed on it in gold. There is
also a gourd nativity scene, gourd drums, guitars and banjos,
gourd puzzles and gourd dolls. One of the most interesting
displays is a veritable zoo of gourd animals, including pen-
guins, a rooster and a rattlesnake. There's even gourd art

'- from China, New Zealand and Africa: For more information,
call (919) 639-2894.

If you head up to Douglassville, Penn., you can see the
Mary Merritt Doll Museum, which displays a portion of the five
thousand dolls amassed by Mary Merritt in her 40 years of
collecting. From the first Barbie and Gl Joe to an ivory Ming-
era Chinese physician's doll (used by modest ladies to point
out the location of their pain), this museum has it all. The
dolls live it up, too, with elaborate homes, detailed costumes,
and even their own set of fine china. For more information,
call (610) 385-3809.

Many homegrown museums are difficult to distinguish from
a Goodwill store, but sometimes there's a jewel to be found in
the chaff. Here are some fine examples: The Grover
Cleveland birthplace, in Caldwell, N.J., displays a piece of the
president's 1886 wedding cake; an altimeter from the
Hindenburg can be found in The Fantastic Museum, in
Redmond, Ore.; Lee Harvey Oswald's can opener can be
found in Crowell, Texas, at the Gafford Family.Museum;
Northwest Bank museum in Helena, Mont., has a gold nugget
shaped like Jimmy Durante's face; and, finally, The Jack
Daniel's Distillery in Lynchburg, Tenn., displays the floor safe
that the original Jack Daniel kicked in anger; the resulting
infected toe killed him.

If you know of an unusual and interesting destination or
event, let us know! Our e-mail address is
youramerica@mindspring.com or write to us in care of King
Features Weekly Service, 628 Virginia Drive, Orlando, Fla.
32803. ' •

The
Jeffrey
Hafj

-column

We live in a time when knowl-
edge, science and technology are
rapidly extending the areas of

' individual freedom.
It is in this context that one starts to

think about the new abortion pill, RU-486.
When the Food and Drug Administration
recently announced that the drug is safe
and will be widely available, a sort of con-
fused fuss resulted.

First of all, it is not dear that RU-486
really is more convenient than surgical
abortion. RU-486 is effective only during

RU486

the first eight weeks of a pregnancy. It
requires three visits to the office of a
supervising physician. It strikes me that
this prolonged procedure might well be
more disturbing to the woman than a brief
visit to a clinic.

There is plenty
of testimony that
having an abor-
tion is .a serious,
emotional process
for many women.
Rti-486, in effect,
induces a prema-
ture miscarriage,
taking place over
three days. Not a
pleasant experience.

But in one of its aspects, RU-486 is
much more convenient than a visit to an
abortion clinic. It greatly increases the pri-
vacy of the woman. If she goes to the
abortion clinic, everyone — including pro-
testers — knows what she is doing there.
But her visits to a physician's office could
be for any purpose, and she can take the
pills at home. •

The initial response to RU-486 by oppo-

nents of abortion exhibited some confu-
sion. It was claimed that the drug is a
health hazard, causes bleeding and .
cramps, etc. But this argument was made
in bad faith, since abortion opponents

would oppose a perfectly
safe pill. In fact, serious'
harm has been deter-
mined to be very rare.
And RU-486 is only the
pioneer in this genre of
pills. Does anyone doubt
that the line will be
improved?

Furthermore, people
are willing to use a great
variety of drugs that are

legal but also might have serious side
effects. Viagra is popular, although in
some cases it has been associated with
heart attacks. When people want the effect
of a drug, they often are willing to take
the risks, too.

There does exist among thoughtful peo-
ple, I think, agreement on a set of indis-
putable facts regarding abortion: Everyone
agrees that the fertilized ovum constitutes
human life — not developed life, but

human life. It is not plant life. Everyone
agrees that this, if not interfered with, will
become developed human life.

There is wide agreement that interfering
with the developing human life is not
morally neutral, like picking an apple.

Here is where consensus begins to
shred. Some consider interference to be
murder. But, clearly, it is not the same as
shooting a bank teller, and our laws have
never treated it as such. There is disagree-
ment about what circumstances justify
interference. Rape? Incest? Physical dan-
ger to the mother? The decision about
whether to be a mother? Given the chang-
ing structure of society in regards to .
women, that last one has grown in impor-
tance.

The amount of disagreement is one
result of the expansion of freedom I began
by discussing.

What these circumstances mean, I think,
is that opponents of abortion will finally
have to resort to persuasion ~ not to legis-
lation or to the courts. They will have to
rely on making their case as cogently as
possible to the free and freer-choosing
individual.
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WPU missed
Sopranos
Opportunity

Editor:
I was reading an article in The Record last week

that I'm sure would interest some William Paterson
students. Our school made front page of the local
section for reasons none other than our school is
plain stupid. It seems that the very popular televi-
sion show, The Sopranos, wanted to film right right
here in our campus library. Apparently, William
Paterson is too much of a prestigious academic
institution to be part of the latest entertainment
craze. TheT.V. show is known for filming at local
northern New Jersey sites. ,

So what makes WPU so special that it can shun
The Sopranos? Well the article in The Record report-
ed that certain faculty opposed the filming because
of the poor representation of Italian-Americans.
Granted, the show is about the mafia and how
hilariously funny their dysfunctional family lives
are. A person should remember one thing when
watching the show. It is a fictional show, also
known as not true. That is why it is riot called the
autobiographical account of Italian-Americans in
the 21st century. The administration on this cam-
pus needs to get a grip and not take everything so
seriously. Get over it. I am Italian-American. When
I watch the show I can assure you that I am not
thinking, "Oh my/this is portraying my culture as a
bunch of murdering mobsters." Actually it makes
me proud that so many people are interested in
Italian heritage that a number one TV show could
be based upon it.

The actual reason that the president of the uni-
versity gave for not allowing filming on-campus
was that he feared filming would cause disruption
to our scholars in the library. Sorry to disappoint
Mr. President, but there would be more students
trying to get in that library and on campus than
there would be on University Day. It just goes to
show that bureaucracy will do anything to take a
politically correct stance on an issue that isn't even
there. So thank you WPU administration for ruin-
ing something that could have been a truly cool
thing for our campus.

Stefanie Rubino

Editor's Note: The Beacon printed an article about
this matter on page four of the Nov. 6 issue. —RC

Editor's View

Thanksgiving Dinner should be
Programming Paradigm

Of all the events to be criticized for lack of prepara-
tion and organization at William Paterson
University, the annual Senior Citizens

Thanksgiving Dinner breaks the usual mold of poor plan-
ning and execution.

The dinner, orga-
nized by the Office
of Special Adult
Programs, served
more than 400 local
senior citizens who
ordinarily do not
have the opportuni-
ty to leave their
homes. From the
coat checking sta-
tion to the cranberry
sauce to the parting
gift bags, the event
was extremely well-
orchestrated for
only its third year of
existence. The

amount of time,
money and concern
that was thrust into
the Thanksgiving
Dinner' should be
applied to every
special • event at
WPU.

As the organizers of
the dinner know,
pulling off a success
takes months of prudent planning. Whatever WPU did to
achieve the final result of 400-pIus seniors leaving campus
last Saturday with smiles on their faces and a few extra
pounds should be examined and adapted to such pro-
grams as Family Weekend/ Graduation, Scholarship
Dinners and every other facet of Pioneer programming.

Volunteers from the student body, faculty and adminis-

tration participated in the university's outreach to Passaic
County. What is significant about the Thanksgiving din-
ner is that it is a gift to those in our communities who are
often ignored or forgotten—our elders who built the
America we are living in and who made institutions like

WPU a reality.

To all of the students
and staff who volun-
teered at the event:
you are wonderful.
To all of those who
missed the opportu-
nity to provide a ser-
vice to our commu-
nity: get out next
year and sign, up to
help your elders.
Making someone's
day is easier than
you think. When you
are in your '60s, '70s
or beyond, you are
going to want others
to help you and treat
you with respect.

The Thanksgiving
Dinner should be the
impetus for all stu-
dents, professors,
staff and adxninistea-
tors to collaborate on
projects targeted at
serving the local

community. When people work together for a common
goal that is believed in, the success of that event is tanta-
mount to the energy and camaraderie invested in pulling
off one hell of an event.

Congratulations to WPU for doing something so wonder-
.ful so well. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK, EXCELLENT
PLANNING AND INCREDIBLE EXECUTION. YOU
CAN DO IT IF YOU REALLY WANT TO.

>. !
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Salome's
Stars

ARIES (March 21 to April
19) There's no need for that
suspicious Aries mind of
yours to work overtime,
either at home or on the job.
Remember that appear-
ances are often deceiving.
TAURUS (April 20 to May
20) A new opportunity might
seem riskier than you would
like. Examine all sides, then
rely on your good sense to
guide you to make the right
decision.
GEMINI (May 21 to June
20) You might be enjoying
your new relationship, but if
you're still unsure of a com-
mitment, continue to hold off
-- your instincts are usually
right.
CANCER (June 21 to July
22) You.feel under pressure
these days. But be careful ,
not to blow off steam in a .
way you'll later regret. Opt
for a calm discussion to air
grievances.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
A difficult situation will need
more than your personal

charm to resolve it. Put that
Leonine intelligence to work,
and you'll soon come up
with a prudent solution.
VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22) A friend
might resent your well-
intended attempt to offer
advice. Back off and let
things settle down before
you try again. Be cautious
about investments.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) Be careful
"about assuming added
obligations at work and/or in
your personal life without
first checking to see
whether you can handle the
extra load.

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) A rejection is
no reason for you to give
up. Check to see what went
wrong, and make adjust-
ments. Then try again -
success is in your aspect.
SAGITTARIUS (November
22 to December'21) Things
should be looking up at
work, as your ideas begin to

J:- V.u»a?;V»-.-l- - - • ' •*?•- *••:

find favor with both bosses
and co-workers. Romantic
aspects also improve.
CAPRICORN (December
22 to January 19) Be more
loving with your spouse or
partner to prove that you're
not taking him or her for
granted. A business deal
needs careful scrutiny.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) As the holi-
days approach, be wary of
those who would take unfair
advantage of your generous
nature. An old injury flares
up and needs attention.
PISCES (February 19 to
March 20) Expect to see
some old friends at upcom-
ing holiday gatherings,
including some who were -
and could once again be --
very special in your life.
YOU WERE BORN THIS
WEEK: You have a strong
sense of responsibility, and
whatever you decide to do,
you do it to the best of your
ability.

RIVER HUSTON
"A POSITIVE LIFE: LIVING WITH AIDS"

Machuga Student Center EJpllroom
Wednesday, November 22, £000 • 12:30pm

^flfiti

G O A LS
• Confronting denial and fe

• Discussing the undisc

• Outline how

• How to over come

ase

the AIDS epidemic

in life n5$hatter how daunting

Sponsered By Campus Ac'
Ad Sponsered by GOLGAF

The Contemporary Issues Agency 1-800-843-2179
Your Source for Quality Programs

e-mail: LecturAgnt@aol.com
www.CIAspeakers.com

Lost week*s crossword puzzle answer

C t @ s s w © F cf
ACROSS

1 " — Instinct*
- ('92 film)

6 Biblical
. region

11 Dryden's"—
for Love"

14 —Zadong
17 Hereule's

creator
19 Schedule
21 "Dizzy-

singer
22 Oklahoma
' city-
23 Wood-

working tool
24 Riddle: Part 1
27 Auxiliary

verb
28 Skates
30 Ornamental

vine
31 See

35 Down
32 French

cheese
. region
33 Sports-shoe

features
37 Is it?
39 Lamb
° product'
4Z4High-flying

Willy
44 Utah city
45 Help with

the dishes
46 Skater.

Sonja
47 Exile:

59 Brooks or
Schreiber

60 Foil kin
61 Brindis!

bread
62 Stickpin

locale
64 Claude of

The
Invisible
Man"

67 Gaunt
69 Nautical

rope
71Trick-or-

treater,
perhaps

75 Bank
statistics

76 On the QEII
78 Pass into

law
79 Seize
81 It may be

common
82 Competent

• 84 Famed
fabulist

86 "Sea Hunt"
shocker

89 Actress
Dvorak

90 Answer to
riddle: Parti

95 Fit to feast
on •

97Panalallakln
98 Itches
99 Trusting sort

100 Dismal
102 Herring

50 Riddle: Part 2103 Dee or
56 Perfect
58Bandoof

baseball

Bullock
106 Islamic

greeting

107 Little lake
109 Wells

creatures
110 Vixen's

offspring
111 Emilia's

husband
112 Shopping

«r.
115 Answer to

riddle: Part 2
122 Parmesan

alternative
124 Spare tire
125 Inflatable

Item?
126 Herman or

Reese
127 Afterword
128 Summer

abroad
129 Morning

moisture
130 Dwelling
131 Black Sea

city

DOWN
1 Big name In

Baroque
2 Eastern

leader
3 "You — Itl"
4 '—My.

Part/
('63 hit)

5 Word with
bomb or
tomato

6 Biting film?
7 "Gross!"

• 8The
Partridge

•Family'
actress

9 Remnant
10 Bustle
11 Bunch of

battalions
12 Christie or
• Costello
13 Moon

crawler
14 "Upstairs,

Downstairs"
extras

15 Simpson of
fashion

16 Desert
refuges

18Jal —
20 Singer

O'Dsy
25 Family-room

features
26 Orange

Bowl site
29 "By all

meansf
32 Boxer Max
33 First name

in comedy
34 Director

Wertmuller
35 With 31

Across,
Monty
Python
member

36 Bailiwick
37 Sticks one's,

neck out
3B Layers
39 Lambs'

dams
40 Hindu

deity
41'45

Hitchcock
film

43 "Bang Bang*
singer

44 Hautboy
48 Head

Apostle
49 Mezzo

Marilyn
51 Come to a

point
52 Broad at
53 Iodine

source
54"ClrcuaBoy"

55 " ^ o W
57 Harpsichord

leatures
61 Leg-puller
63 Rachins or

Thick*
64 Genetic Info
65 Canine grp.
66 Adherent:

suffix
68 Legendary

drummer
69 Town In

Galilee
70 "...her poor

dog—"
72 Depend (on)
73 One* again
74 Autumn

color
77Showy

flower
80 Boar's

beloved
83 Fast-food

favorite
84 Pertinent
85Seth'tson
67 Sicily's

highest
point

88 Like some .
Cheep

90 It'll give you
aim

91 Word form
for "eye*

92 Forearm
bone

9 3 T r a —
94 TV's"—

Blue"
96 Where to eat

biryani
100 Took In the

late show
101 Bath, e.g.
102 "Peanuts"

pooch
103 It suits many
104 Indgenous

Alaskan
105 Nick of "Tha

Prince of
Tides"

106 Silly Caesar
108 Grimm

. creature
110 Feel certain
111"—fixe"
112 Shopper's

paradise
113 Clove hitch,

for one
114 Forum wear
116 Made ona's

mark
117 Season

firewood
118Teachers\

org.
1T9 —page
120—Jima
121 Beatty or

Brooks
123 Actress Sara

1

17

23

27

2 3 |< IS

U,

127

H131

123

112 113 114
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Matt Harabin
Ass't Insider

Editor

fit

I arrived at the Wayne
Firehouse around 7 o'clock just
when doors were supposed to
be letting people inside. I

should have known better because upon arrival handfuls
of kids formed a big pack around the doors. While in
line, I could hear some music coming from inside. It
wasn't till 8:30 when I finally made my way inside. The

first band had just finished and I was disappointed that
there was another band before Alkaline Trio.

Strike Anywhere took the stage and started to cause

some havoc with their version of punk and hard-
core. They were nothing spectacular, mainly due to
the fact, that they sounded like any other punk or
hardcore band. However, the crowd was going
nuts with people stage-diving. Each song got the
crowd more riled up and punches were being
thrown. As soon as the last chord was played the
mayhem calmed down and erupted into applause.

Strike Anywhere set the mood for
the rest of the night.

: * -'" ' v; The last time I saw Alkaline
Trio, I was stuffed into a cramped

• •• '< room somewhere towards the
j | . ; back. This time I was right up in
*r J the front. As soon as The Trio

:U f 5 P'ayed> t ne crowd still felt the
•ft J ^ W effects of the last band. People

* ie for The Trio kept pushing kids
'flit \ away from the stage. At some

; | | i points The Trio passed the mic
,,;;©« into the crowd. The Trio continued
§s|p., to rock for about 45 minutes as

\ t % ; the crowd was dragged in by
" ? every word sung. At the end of

their set they thanked the crowd
for being such a great audience.

As soon as they got off the stage, there was a rush
to the front because most people were there for
Hot Water Music.

I , • • • • • ;

After playing the Warped Tour this summer, Hot Water
Music has grown a huge fan base. Most people who
saw them for the first time at Warped Tour were in for a
treat. Local shows like these tend to bring out the best
in bands. HWM thanked everyone for coming out and
then grinded away at their set. There were no signs of
fatigue or weariness as HWM bounced, jumped and
leapt around on stage for about an hour. The crowd fed
off the music and continued to dance in the pit and
stage-dive. After their last song, the crowd demanded
more. Waiting for about 5 minutes, HWM gave in to the
crowd and played two songs off Fuel For The Hate
Game ending with "Turnstile." A number of people flood-
ed the stage and sang along with HWM.

The energy that all the bands put in to the night was
well received by the crowd. People went home happy
knowing that it was money well spent. The only down-
side to the evening is the damage that was inflicted to
the hall. A few minor things happened but a ceiling tile
was kicked out. The show's promoter made a speech
about taking care of each other and to stop people if
they're doing fucked up things. He also mentioned that
the famed Manville Elks will no longer hold shows due to
vandalism at the last show. However, all in all it was a
good night and we will be waiting for the next time the
Alkaline Trio stops by the area.

all photos by
Matt Harabin
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Ifflondau (louember 13:
Beauer nelson - firlene Grocery, flVC

I Tower of Power - Bottom Line, I1YC
The Jaghawks - Bowery Ballroom, I1VC

jiiy &»n Crew1;.-or? r f t rd floe, Cecelia,
I Rebecca Hall - -"roionies, nVC

tfg?toaler Orion, $!•*?.: 7 - mercury Lounge,
nvc

i Kenny Wayne Snepi'crd ~ fniiicahtfs.
|Wantagh,nY
foo Fighters - Roseland, nVC

I Ring Crimson - Supper Club, nvc

Tuesdau nooember 14;
Tower of Power - Bottom Line, flYC

iTIie Jayhawks - Bowery Ballroom, nVC
Chronic Ouerboogie, Dare Diablo, Driuer X,

I Unspun - Brownies, nVC

Broadcast, Curtis Harvey, The Sea and CaHe
Iruing Plaza, nYC
Longwave - Htereary Laung, flVC
Detroit Grand Pubahs, DJ flssAiiIt - Th.-
Cooler, nVC
King Crimson - Town Hall, nVC
Indiginous, Joe Bonamassa, Vues Jean Band
Wetlands, nVC
Big Sandy and his Fly jRighl Boys - The Saint
flsburyParMJ
Wednesday
fli

Stephen KeUogj - Living Room, fflfC
Blue Botteo, The Clarks, mercury Lou
Erin Evermore, Lourds, lltery Pranks!
- Wetlands. nVC
GPR"!, Whedttts - Hie Saint, flsbury P

dnesday pp juemihg j^
flmazing Crowns, Chronic Future, Face to
Face, GOB - Birch Hill, Old Bridge, n j
Richard marx - Bottom Line, nYC
Danilo Perez - Bowery Ballroom nYC
J-Church, Peart Harbor, Ted Leo - Brownies,
lilV 0

y n«?»>en
Gary Uhighi ftoiiont I m . flVC !
They Wight 8e Gtonls - Hawenj BaHr
Cinder twf, Her Suace Hoiiday, Poem
Brownies, I1YC
flbby Trauis - CfJ's 113 Gallery, nYC
Bright eyes. Cut Power - Irumg P t o
flnna Fermin's Trigger Gospel - mere
Lounge, nYC
Gargantua Soul - Continental flVC
Catch 22, ttlidtown, Reel Big Fish ^ T
Uanderbilt, Plainuiew, HY



Jacob
Claveloux

Insider Editor

The electronic evolu-
tion of music has come a
long way since
Kraftwerk and Depeche
Mode showed

mericans that they could rock using computers.
ince early electronic music, we have seen many

capital letters), who has produced his debut
record, enjoy the art of lying down (Sweet Mother '
Recordings), under the guise plastiq phantom.
What this album does is prove to be a fitting
explanation of where electronic music has been
and is going. On seventeen tracks of incredible
originality, qp shows his diversity, reinventing

classical, eastern, jazz, and other mod- •
ern forms of music, enjoy the art of
lying down brings the listener through
a strange voyage, which begins with"
eclectic, almost video game-like, syn-
thesizer driven dance-pop, and winds
through such amazing pieces of music
as "falling through windows," a veri-
table piano-harpsichord concerto,
complete with string arrangements,
and surprisingly, no back beat; and
the jazzy, ambient, track "edison."

All in all, qp's willingness to
experiment shines through, and will
keep any music lover paying atten-
tion, wondering what the kid is gonna
do next.

photos from
.girlieaction.com

ends come and go, and watched as countless
ij's showed us what they considered to be hip
i electronic manipulation. Many DJ's in the
)80s stuck with the tried and true forms of elec-
onica, dance and Hip-Hop, while others started
) make a name for themselves by trying to mix
ther musical elements in the mix. The results
ere always interesting, and were used as a
^ringboard for whole genres of music to come.
y the early 90's electronic music was being tout-
i as the next big thing; Rock was dead, and it's
iccessor, Hip-Hop, had not quite (yet) become
le commercial success many thought it would
s. It was around this time that the rave scene
<ploded in America and brought with it some
aw forms of music, like Trance and Drum-N-
3SS.

Well, the electronic explosion was a bit .
isappointing, with British techno-punks The •
rodigy and The Chemical Brothers leading the
ay. Some great music did come out of that
prising, though, with artists like Moby, Orbital,
id Underworld eventually receiving much
served success.

So, what's next? The answer to that
Jery might lie in the hands of 21-year old,
;attle DJ extraodinaire qp (he is not fond of
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L Radiohead, Kid A, Capitol
2. Catch 22, Alone in a Crowd, Victory

3. Less Than Jake, Borders and Boundaries, Fat
Chords

4. Swingin' Utters', S/T, Fat Wreck Chords
5. Screeching Weasel, Teen Punks in Heat, Panic i

6. Poe, Haunted, FEIAttantic
7. New Found Glory, s(t, MCA-Drive Thru
8. Jimmy Eat World/Jebediah, split, BWR

9. Bratmobile, Ladies, Women, and Girls, Lookoi\
10. J Mascis and the Fog, More Light, Ultimatut

11. Samiam, Astray, Hopeless
12. Weston, The Massed Albert Sounds, Mojo
13. Kqufax, It Had To Do With Love, Vagrant

14. Ruskabank, I don't think you hear me thoug\
Noisome

15. Elevator, A Taste of Complete Perpsective, Teet\\
USA

16. Underworld, Everything,Everything, V2
17. Zero Boys, Vicious Circle, Panic Button-Lookoij

18, The Influents, Check Please, Adeline
19. Elastica, The Menace, Atlantic

20. Gomez, Abandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline, Hittyfrgin.
21. Moomy Suzuki, People Get Ready* Estrus l

mt^rnm^Mieces^ecofds
the Drivt In, Relationship of Command,

Royal
24. Deathray Davies, The Return of the Drunk I

Ventroliquist, Idol
25.jebediah, Of Someday Shambles, Big Wheel Recrti

26. Juliana Theory, Emotion Is Dead, Tooth & Na\ I
27. Squirrel Nut Zippers, Bedlam Ballroom

28. Twilight Singers, Twilight As Played..., ColumbiaXRG
29. Ashtray Babyhead, Radio, Glue Factory \

30. The Paper Chase, Young Hearts Heal Quickly, you
Know, Beatviile
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What goes through your mind when
you hear the name, Adam
Sandier? Perhaps you remember

his early career as a character actor on
; the hit MTV game show Remote Control

. , . okay, probably not! Maybe you
chuckle as you watch re-runs of
Saturday Night Live on Comedy Central
{they run at least fifteen times a day).

: C'mon, who could forget the classic $NL
moment with Chris Farley, dressed as a
school lunch lady, dancing around as
Sandier sang about the adolescent joys
of the Sloppy Joe and other . . . urn,

• •• tasty school cafeteria treats. Then
; again, you might fancy Sander's record-
i ing career... he's released four suc-
; cessful comedy CDs since 1993, includ-
i n g his most recent release, Stan &

i Judy's Kid (1999). If you're not a tan of •
any of these media* you must have seen
Adam Sandier on the big screen, or at
least on video. He*s been featured in
about a dozen films, counting the box
office smash hits Billy
Madison, The Wedding
Singer and Big Daddy.
Yes, Adam Sandier is a
man of many talents, but if
you think the funny-man has let success

, go to his head . . . think again!

With the scheduled release of his new
film, Little Nicky, Adam Sandier (Little
Nicky) invited college students from vari-
ous universities to a private screening,
followed by a Q & A session with the
man himself. On November 6,2000
students from universities ranging from
Harvard and NYU to Rutgers and
William Paterson. gathered into the MGM
Screening Room on New York City's 6th
Avenue (Myself and Scene This One?
contributor, Renee Romanelli were there
to represent}). What a way to view a
movie! Giant MGM Lion heads mount-
ed on the walls and huge plush seats

Adam Sandier takes time out to appeared at a private
screening of Little Nicky.

Mike Wnorqski

Insider Writer

with plenty of legroom between rows
made this no ordinary movie experience.
The lights dimmed shortly after 11:30am

and the film began.
Approximately 90 minutes
later the film ended and the
room of student critics erupted
into applause. The lights

came up and we sat patiently awaiting
the arrival of Mr. Sandier.

After a short white a humble Adam
Sandier entered the room. He wore a
grungy T-shirt and flannel combo and
wisecracked, "\ got a new shirt for this."
Accompanying Sandier were fellow Little
Nicky stars ftnys «ans (Adrian), Att»o« ̂ -
Covert (Todd), director Steve Brill and
the voice of Beefy the dog, Robert
Smigel, best known for his SNL filmed
shorts, X'Presidents, The Ambiguously
Gay Duo and Fun With Rsal Audio.
Jonathan Loughran (John) was also with
the group; however, he seemed to be
there mo*re as a bodyguard than as an

actor, since he appeared to be reluctant
to answer questions. Luckily, the other
performers were willing to answer any
questions we could throw at them. So
began the Q & A session.

Many questions were asked of the Little
Nicky folk. Here is an excerpt of the
interview. When asked about reviews
that had been written about Sandler's
past movies he said: "I don't give a shit
what critics write. Comedy will always
be the biggest part of my life. I couldn't
do any other job. I like to make people
laugh." Sandier feels that making
movies is, "the bast experience in the

"No idea! Maybe one day I'll do a seri-
ous film. I love comedy." What about the
casting for Little Nicky? - He used so
many of his SNL pats simply because,
"It's fun hangin' out with 'em. I know
they're going to be great."

When Rhys ifans was asked how he got

involved with the project he responded in
his Welch accent, "1 thought [the script]
was fuckin' hilarious. Any movie with a
talking dog is fuckin' okay with me."
Ifans modified his Welch accent to an
English accent for Little Nicky. Why?'.,.
According to him, "There are a lot of
Englishmen in Hell." Allen Covert also ,
jumped at the chance to be involved with
Little Nicky. Covert has worked with
Sandier before and is always willing to
do the strange things asked of him. This
time around Covert had to shave his.
head and gain weight for his roll as an
ambiguously gay, out-of-work actor,
Throughout the Q & A session Sandier
reveled in the occasional ball breaking of
Covert. When asked who his favorite
actress to work with was, Sander
smirked and responded, "Allen Covert!"
How did Adam Sandier come up with
ideas for Little Nicky? Jokingly, he
replied,"(just come up with material
then think, well this is fucking gold!"
Actually, the making of a Sandier film is
very much a collaborative effort. Even
though the actors like to laugh a tot on
the set, they take their job seriously and
know there it a lot at stake when filming
such a large-scale movie. Some scenes
are run numerous times testing out dif-
ferent material.

What was the most difficult aspect of
Sandler's performance? Was it creating
the character of Little Nicky? No! "Al l !
had to do was put my mouth to the side
and talk funny." said Sandier. He based

school. Actually, the most d i f f iculp i i
for the actor was being hoisted up 50'
feet via wire-and-harness for the film's
"stomach butterflies'* scene. Working
with an animal co-star wasn't too easy,
either,,."the dog kept running away."
The most difficult aspect of the film for

CONTINUED PAGE 3 0

Welcome to Scene This One? fellow movie
lovers. Hope everyone out there is surviv-
ing this semester. Thanksgiving break is
coming up soon ... what better time to
check out a flick. If you're looking for
something light-hearted and funny as hell
we just might have the movie for you. .
Please welcome... lit tie Nicky

Presented by: New Line Cinema -
A Happy Madison Production
Produced by; Robert Simonds and Jack
Giarraputo
Directed by: Steven Brill
Written by: Tim Herlihy & Adam Sandier
&Steven Brill
Starring: Adam Sandier, Patricia Arquette,'
Harvey Keitel, Rhys Ifans, Allen Covert,
Tommy "Tiny" Lister, Jr., Kevin Nealon, Jon
Lovitz and so many more.

Adam Sandier is Little Nicky, a shy, awk-
ward guy with a penchant for heavy metal
music and two bullies for older
brothers. And one other
thing...Little Nicky is the
son of the Devil and lives
in Hell.

When Dad decides not to
make his brothers the
heirs to his evil throne,
they go to New York, hell-
bent on creating their own
Hell on Earth. In the process,
they disrupt the natural order
of things causing Nicky's Dad,
the Devil, to lose his power
and slowly die. With no other
options, the weakening Devil
orders his beloved, but feeble, son Nicky to
leave his sheltered life in Hell for the mean

streets of New
York. '

With the fate of
the planet resting
on his shoulders, a
nervous Nicky
and his guide (a .
foul-mouthed
talking dog) must
find Nicky's
brothers, over-
come their formi-
dable powers and
restore the balance
between Good
and Evil.

about nowadays?

M—• Good call Renee! I need to write more
about the cast. I still can't get over how
many big stars and great comedians
appeared in Little Nicky. First off, there's

Renee
Romanelli &

Mike
Wnoroski

Insider Writers

Beefy the dog and Adam Sandier star in Little Nicky.
MIKE—I
would like to

start off by briefly describing what I
thought of Little Nicky before I actually

viewed the film in its entirety. •:
What I gathered from movie
theatre trailers and TV com-
mercials was that this was
going to be an awful
waste of 90 minutes of
my life. I wondered
why Adam Sandier used

an annoying accent and I
sure as hell didn't get what
the movie was about. Well,

. I must admit I judged too
soon. Little Nicky is not a
terriblefilm with an undeci-
pherable plot. On the con-
trary, it is a seamless comedy
with a whole lot of laughs,

great special effects and' a little bit of
heart...a truly wonderful combination.
The cast is solid, the story is well
thought out and the pacing is perfect. I
loved this movie!

RENEE— I agree Mike! I was also sur-
prised. To be honest, if we hadn't been
invited to an advanced screening of this Patricia Arquette stars as Valerie
movie I don't think I would have gone to
see it. Really though...it was so cute!
After seeing Little Nicky the first time I had
to go back with my little sister to see it
again! I should have known that Adam
Sandier wouldn't make a bad movie. He
really made me laugh...like he does in all
his movies! It's definitely a great date
movie, but is also a great family movie as
well! There's something for everyone!
How many movies can you say that

Harvey Keitel who is simply an amazing
actor in every film he does. I love to see
him show off his comedic talents. Then
there's Patricia Arquette who plays a sweet
female geek with ease and grace. Kudos,
Ms. Arquette! Of course, Sandier brought

CONTINUED PAGE "30
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Josh Freese, steady
drummer for The
Vandals, A Perfect
Circle, Devo, and Guns
N' Roses' solo debut,
The Notorious One Man
Orgy (Kung Fu Records,)
features great, catchy,
pop-punk tunes on which
he plays every instrument
(except for guitar solos by
Warren Fitzgerald of the
Vandals, and Stone -
Gossard of Pearl Jam,
and cameos by a few
other musicians) as well
as self-producing the

, entire album. It's odd,
but great, that a drummer
who is widely touted as
one of the top two drum-
mers in the world, if not
the top drummer, would
stick to his punk-rock
roots, and produce a pop-punk album,
rather than going the artsy route that he is

Jon
Tummi1lo

Insider
Writer

When you think of
good $ka-punk
ajl^ms, you think of
bands and
albums like The

'•H\ppa»wiim Forget
Th$ World, Slapstick with Lookit,
Suicide Machines with Destruction
By Definition, and Catch 22 with
K&asby Nights. Well, due to the fact
that most of these bands have bro-
ken up or transcended their original
ska-punk style, it is incredible that

Hire, "ft was-amazing," say* Kevin
Qunther, original trumpet player of
Catch 22, ^ * w e r e worried that peo-
ple wouldn't like us as much'with iha^
new line-up, but It seemed that 1
everywhere we went, the kids were ^
more into it than ever."

Listen to their second album, a 4-
song e.p. entitled Washed Up, and
partake a$ well in the newest album
Alone in the Crowd. You will notice
that the band has completely pre-
served their former style and added

Jacob
Claveloux

Insider Editor

surely
capable of.
But The
Notorious
One Man
Orgy, with

it's impressive songwriting skill, and
hilarious lyrics, works.
Some of the standout tracks include '
"Playboy Mansion," on which Josh
recalls some wild and crazy, but fiction-
al times spent at said house of excess-
es, and "Caffeine and Vaseline,"'which
features Josh in singer/songwriter
stance (ala Elliott Smith), and then
turns into an all out rock ballad.
Another interesting inclusion, is the last
song, "Fuck Mardi Gras," an ode, well
more like a dis, to New Orleans, com-
plete with bluesy piano and sax, played
by Jason Freese. '
So, go out and pick up this album,
especially if you are a fan of Josh's
work with the Vandals. Then, after you
pop this disc in, go to joshfreese.com
to check out all the albums he has
played on in the discography. You will
find an impressive list that includes
Mike Ness, Chris Cornell, Suicidal
Tendencies, Juliana Hatfield, New
Radicals, Poe, Rob Zombie, and Paul
Westerberg, to name a few. Wow!

photos credited
to Lisa Johnson

. with/aomuch * '
lt>uoo^aJreaxty»c<jrnesoutwttha ;.-,
; brand spanjkjr) j i ep album that fc «$%;'
I, to be added to. the list above.: *",' '
j The Victory recording artists are •
I back with their third release, Atone in
\ tine Crowd. This Now Jersey band's
• Waring homs and tas* ska is some-

anct cmffitci top* Jt aJI<>ff, Jeff and <*
jKevin'otHnplement each Giber so : : :

much with their accurate vocal har-
'rnoijies. L&ton to the spngs "Arm I
Ann" and "What goes Around Cbmei
Around," and you will pick up a beau*
tiful array of vocals.
. . "\t Takes Some Time" is the catchi-
esV song on the sAbum, a song \ha\

ii

I Well, for. vyhoem^d- you have been,
* strongly mt$lead>; "• ' '";• ': ]-**,t

A big argument was developed ; * '
when the original Catch 22 > k * '" * '

* «inger/songwiiter/guitartst Tom -:

Kofeioky departed from tha band to
pur«ue..6.high^rjBd!JcajBon^any kids..
among tha undorgrpund ska-punk'
scone often foughfaboiit the future of

i "the band, claiming that no one cart
' lead Catch 22 like Tom did. A com-
;s.mon thought arose, of "haw could any
* ajbuiii lo*e bst&r than Keasby nights,"
«tHe\band%*fre$hman release that has
n turned out to be ihe classic, top-sell-
^bjg Victory Records release. Yet, Jeff

ipped into the Jlneup to
. ,.^_., ,*?,void of Tom's depar- .

.*-,-*. • .song
'.p&ir first album would have done to
"you If you ajre familiar with Ihem.
"Sounds (Skiocl but {don't Know" is
•the most tightly structured and diffi? •
cult song on the album'% far/high- \
lighting the band's musical talents' *'
entirely. Every aong on this album is
great in it's respective way. Catch 22
has done it again..

So do not sit there arid say that
ska is dead or boring, because you
were most likely singing along to
Catch 22's songs back in the day,
and you will do the same when you
hear what Ihey have created present-
ly. Give them a chance again,
because you will not be disappointed.
Alone in the Crowd is a ska-punk ,.: '
masterpiece.. , ...^ ...

Scene...continued from
previous page
more about the cast. I still can't get over
how many big stars and great comedians
appeared in Little Nicky. First off, there's
Harvey Keitel Who is simRly an amazing
actor in every film he does. ":l love to see
him show off his comedic talents. Then
there's Patricia Arquette who plays a
sweet female geek with ease and grace.
Kudos, Ms, Arquette! Of course,
Sandier brought in his Saturday Night
Live pals. Featured in Little Nicky are
the likes of SNL alumni; Dana Carvey,
Jon Lovitz, Kevin Nealon and Rob
Schneider. Also featured in the film are
comic great Rodney Dangerfield, Henry
Winkler, Ozzy Osbourne, Regis Philbin,
and of all people ... Quentin Tarantino?
There are too many surprise cameos to
mention but I guarantee every one of
them augments the film perfectly! I
guess it pays to have friends id low
places. (Get it? Low places? Ya know,

because it's a movie about hell...oh, for-
get it.) Anyway, on to you Renee...

R- I don't think Adam Sandier will be
calling YOU anytime soon, Mike! At any
rate, the acting in Little Nicky is definitely
phenomenal! There wasn't one actor in
the film that I didn't like! Of course, I'm
biased...I thought that Adam Sandier
was the best! Aside from the acting, I
would also like to point out the emotional
uplifting that also comes with this movie
(yes, believe it or not, there is a moral to
this story!) The moral is that good will
overcome evil, even though at times it
may be very rough. There was a good
distinction between Heaven and Hell;
they were presented in a fun, yet not too
cheesy way. After seeing this movie, you
may decide to become a better person
so that you wind up upstairs, and not
down below!

M- Right on, Renee! I know I don't want
a pineapple stuck up my ass for all eter-

nity ... Ouch! (reading that statement +
seeing movie = funny) I don't want peo-
ple to get the wrong impression. What
Renee had to say about the emotional
uplift is true, however it is very subtle.
This is not a sappy movie with a preachy
message. First and foremost, Little
Nicky is an all out comedy. You might
call it sophomoric comedy, or adolescent,
or moronic or just plain dumb. The truth
is...it's just plain funny. You'HIaugh and
you'll be entertained and maybe you'll
even think a little.

R-AII in all, despite the assumptions I
might have made, I thought this movie
was"f-#@in' awesome!" (as were the
words of Nicky describing his Popeye's
fried chicken). It's funny, because even
after I first saw the movie and I told
everyone how good ifwas, those 1 spoke
to still weren't convinced that Little Nicky
would be any good. But, trust me, it real-
ly is! Okay, so it's not a deep drama, but
who needs that in our traumatic college

lives? What's wrong with some hilarious,
knee-slapping comedy with some emo-
tional uplift? So, don't go by the adver-
tisements you may have seen concern-
ing this movie. Give Little Nicky a try,
you won't be sorry. And if you get the
urge to try some Popeye's chicken....
what the Hell, go nuts! I'm sure Nicky
would agree, it's better than the chicken
at Wayne Hall. • ,

M- Overall, I really enjoy'ed this movie.
The editors did a fantastic job with the
final cut of the film; transactions between
scenes are very smooth and natural.
Also, the special effects, costumes, and
scenery used for the versions of Heaven
and Hell created for the film are very
original and humorous. Adam Sandier is
very funny and the rest of the cast is
absolutely marvelous. Go see Little
Nicky...If you don't you'll burn for it!
On a scale of 5 little devils...
Both Mike and Renee give Little Nicky 4
1/2 little devils.
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XT WAS FLAT LAW, PBSBRTBP AS A SURRBAUST'S VISTA WITHO4T STRAN&B, SQUI66U
CANPLBSTICKS SUTHBRIN& IN THE «?RE6RC?IJNP. <W WRINKLEP SNBAKBRS POUNPBP
ACROSS THB THIRTY e/̂ RTH, APPING AATeWILLAR <5RA<5K$ TO IT£ peHYPRATg?
^NAKE^XIN /VHP. THEIR LOPSIPBP LACBS BBCANT UNPONB, ANP I BBNT OVBRTO
UNCONSCIOUSLY PBRFORM THB LOOPING ACT J HAP PBRFBCTBP A6 CWILP.
AFTBR PULUN6 THG LA6T VHO 6PHBRBS NORTH ANP $OUTH FOPMN6 AN BQUATOR -A
PBNSB MBAP TO PLOP FROM UKB 0UNNY BARS- I LOOKBP UP, WHITFH HAPPBNBP TO 0B
west WHese THE suk B*PANP\N& \T6 WIPTH, $QUA&HBP INTO THB H$IN<& BARTW.
5C?UINTIN6, I $AW A 8L«<5K 5Pe«S HBAP CVT THE 5UN'5 HgAW POOR6 TRAVELLING THB
$AA« WAV X HAP <SHC?SeN, BUT IN THE OPPO6\TB 9[RBCT\ON. I BHIFTBP M/ 6OPi A
UTTLB TO THB NORTH TO AVOIP ITS PATH. THB ALTRUISTIC POT APPARBNTLY HAP
THB $AMB 6BLFU66 LABOR IN AIINP; IT $W0LTANBOU$U/ P06ITIONBP IT6BUF TO 0£
THB OTHBR POINT TAKING TO THB SAM SE6/MENT. WE JWWBP TRACKS, ANP, EVEN AT
THIS PRe/mTURB STA&B, J FELT A fUNNV KINSHIP AS MB BOTH BNPBP UP IN THE WAY
FOR THE SBCONP TI/V1E.
THERE WA£ A THIRP TIA1E* A FOURTH, A THO-HUNPRBPTH, AN EIGHT HUNPRBP
THIRTY-FOURTH, A VHO THOUSANP THREE HUNPRBP B\&HTi-FOURTH, BUT IT WCULP 0E
POINTLBSS TO RBCOUNTJTS FLUIPITi.
AFTBR \NF\N\Ti ANP A NLW13ER OF NOOP FLUCTUATIONS, THB POINT ANP THB
POINTLBSS BBCAMBA PBRSON. THIS CONTINUBP: SHB'P STBP TO ONB SIPB ANP I .
VP STBP TO ONB SIPB ANP SHB. WOULP NOTHIN&, EVERYTHING, CONSCIOUSNBSS,
FATB, OR CALCULATION -NOT BXACTLX IN EV<?LUTI<?NARy OR ARTISTIC ORPBR- HAVE US
STBP TO PIFFBRBNT SIPBS, A COLLISION OF /WCROCOSMCAL PROPORTIONS ViOULPNB
BEEN AW7IPEP. WE ViOUISNB SHRU66BP SHOULPBRS ANP &I66LBP BBCAUSB
CONSCIOUSNESS ANP CALCULATION MAKB ANP 6ROW FATB TO BB THB PROBABLB
CAUSBOF

AN WPROBABU BFFBCT. VfB WOULPVE BEEN tfLEAR OF BACH OTHBKS PATH ANP FRBB
TO STROLL THB PBSBRT CAPITAL WITHOUT FBAR OF INFRINGE/WENT. WE WOULPVE,
UKB OTHBRS IN EACH OTHBRS WAY, BEEN ABLE TO PASS.

-JONATHAN COPPOLA

Small Pieces

Lost n/gfrt I dreamt

of an old face

I thougjrb I had

forgotten

she was wearing a new

dress

and her voice sounded

the same

It seems she has

fallen apart In

small pleces>mi

a little at a time

no one defining

moment

Just small shudders

water dripping

through the cracks

that had always

been there

the reservoir has

run dry

and the fish have

suffocated

no fire and brimstone

tidal waves

or comets

Just loose rivets

and places I forgot

to glue

"John Flndura

Lost

Lost is a puzzle of stars that breathes
Like water and chews like stone alone is a
Reminder of how acceptance teases
Is from understanding fear h a
Bird that believes itself into extinction
Desperation the honest recognition of
A false truth hope seeing who you really
Are at your highest is who you will become
Grace the refinement of a soul through time
How often I've cried out in silent tongue
To be saved from myself in the middle
Of the night too afraid to move horrified
The answer maybe beyond the capability
Of my own two hands so small no one should

feel this alone.

—Cristina Pascale
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Kll that I ask

1 f+e l. n e e d v < I w a n t y°^ to touch me like you used to but you won't. I
want the scared l i t t l e "boy that you used to be, not the strong man that

~ j " " - •*• n w i 1 1 ' ^ £><=<= yuiu. xxp q i u . v e i , JL warn; y o u r e y e s
to pool with tears at the thought that I might leave you. Where did your
jealousy go? Even when I pretended to hate i t I loved i t because i t meant
you cared. Look at the ground and think of me, kiss your mother and think
of me. I want you to need me. Stop looking at me with fucking confidence, I
want you to question everything that I do. I need some fucking sanity. I
need a healthy relationship although I know I ' l l never have one. I need to
never see you again, never hear your name, never see your face. I need to
get drunk and te l l you a l l this to your face, that face. I need someone to
pick my brain and te l l me why I'm so psychotic. I need you to wear
blinders, never look at anyone but me. I want you to give a shit, I don't
want to be the jealous one anymore, thats your fucking job. I want my blood
to run through your veins and I want my breath to be at your ear. Want me,
that's a l l that I ask.

Skylar Black

Submit poetry and short stories to
Rob, the LIT editor.
beacon@student. wpunj .edu

The Way He Writes

Every one hangs on to his words.
As if they were poles in a subway car,
or handlebars on a motorcycle.

The last time he got on stage to say something
people watched with so much intensity and concern
it was overwhelming.
His consciousness became ours.
Every sour word left in his mouth, we tasted.
And every dream of his crushed, stung us too.

Women were swayed by his honesty,
and their faces became flushed
as he caressed them with the word "love"
like a feather on their bodies.

Maybe it was the dim lights, and the smoke,
and the alcohol,
or maybe it's just they way he writes and the
way he expresses himself.
We all wish we could write like him.

Just like last time,
he walks onto stage with his scribbiing in one hand
and the mic in the other.
Everyone anticipating what he is willing to share with us
tonight.
We all sit breathless as he begins to speak...

—Erik Ortiz



S<3A SERViC

Free Legal Advice is offered by the SGA
Attorney/Gerald Bretman, Esq., on ah indvid-
ual basis every Wednesday from 2:00 p.m until
8:00 p.m. (summer not included).
Contact the SGA office at 720-2157 to.conact
Mr. Brennan.

Free Notary Public service is offered by tie
SGA in Student Center room 332. Just sto> in

and see our office manager, Kalli.

Planned Parenthood Vouchers Students can receive'$25 credit rouch-
er toward sexual health clinics in Pomp ton Lakes and Paterson Pick
up vouchers at the Women's Center, Student Center room 214.

Pharmacy Plan With a valid ID you pay $5 of every $15 for precrip-
tions bought at DeBlieks Pharmacy, 467 High Mountain Road, Jorth
Haledon.

Child, Care Center Licensed by the State of New Jersey; provide
supervised activities for children of students and employees, ajes 2
t p . ' 6 . : : • . ' . . ; . : ' . . . . - . , • ' • • • • : • • ' " . . . . ' • . - • ' ; ' . ' • ' • • " .- •• • • :

Computer Lab in the SGA office, Student Center room 332.

S T U D N T
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

William Paterson University of New Jersey

Paid Advertisement
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The Odd Couple
DURING A CRITICAL POINT IN THEIR EIGHT-WEEK-
LONG SECRET NEGOTIATIONS, HANK BARRY AND
ANDREAS SCHMIDT WENT TO THE ZOO.

THE CEO OF NAPSTER and the exec at Bertelsmann,
one of the world's biggest media conglomerates, were
decompressing at the home of Gus, Lily and Ida—the
Central Park Zoo's polar bears. While they watched the
bears and talked about the future of online music, a
pigeon landed in the exhibit. To their hor-
ror, Lily shot out a paw and savagely
crushed the bird. The metaphors present-
ed themselves immediately. "I don't want
Napster to end up like that pigeon," Barry
recalls saying.

Last week the popular free song-swap-
ping service took a big step toward dodg-
ing the fowl's fate. At a hastily convened
press conference last Tuesday in New
York City, Bertelsmann's CEO, Thomas
Middelhoff, announced he was breaking
with his music-industry cohorts and form-
ing a "strategic alliance" with the outlaw
Internet service. The German media giant
will loan $50 million to Napster to help it
build a system to charge the music start-
up's 38 million freebie-addicted users, and
give artists, songwriters; publishers and
music labels a cut. There are pre.cious few details,
but Barry says they are considering billing cus-
tomers $4.95 a month. Moreover, when the
upgraded service goes live, Bertelsmann's music
unit, BMG, will withdraw from the industry's law-
suit against Napster, a case that has the potential to
slow the rollout of digital media services to a crawl and
shutter the popular music site.

But the agreement signals a major shift in the Napster
wars. The $40 billion music industry has treated online
file-sharing, where users zip songs to each other over
the Internet, asa time bomb that threatens to eviscerate
CD sales. Now at least one mogul is embracing the con-
cept and its popularity among young music lovers. The
well-connected, teqh-savvy Middelhoff claims that digi-
tal distribution will in fact nourish music sales and says
he'll ask pals like Steve Case (who will soon oversee
Warner Music) and Vivendi chairman Jean-Marie
Messier (who will soon run Seagram's Universal music
division) to also drop their suits and strike deals with
Napster. For Barry, who understood that his company
needed support from the major labels to avoid a
doomed, revenue-free life in court, it's a major break-
through, as well. The music industry is now rife with
speculation that the copyright- infringement lawsuit
will ultimately be settled in the boardroom among the .
world's powerful media elite. Even Hilary Rosen, presi-
dent of the Recording Industry Association of America
and the labels' chief warrior in the Napster fight, struck
a conciliatory note at the weekend: "This is a good
thing... I strongly believe that the future of these issues
is best served when people are working together and
licenses are sought and agreements are made,"

The music industry's response to Napster hasn't
always been so accommodating. The file-sharing service

was famously founded last year by college
student Shawn Fanning at his uncle's '
offices. Venture capitalists took over last
spring, sensing the kind of user enthusi-
asm that made AOL a multibillion-dollar
firm. But it was a risky investment: the
music industry sued the service last
December for abetting the free exchange of
copyrighted songs over the Net. Before the
RIAA's request for an injunction was heard
in San Francisco federal court last July, •
Barry, a former lawyer,, spent months meet-
ing with representatives from the major
labels, with little to show for it. Industry
execs say that Napster had yet to present a
coherent model of how it would charge

users.

Observers cite
recent history in
explaining why
Middelhoff has
taken a rjiore
opportunistic
approach toward
Napster.
Middelhoff

scaled the ranks of 165-year-
old Bertelsmann primarily by •
making a well-timed bet on

AOL. In 1994, he persuaded hisbosses to sink$50 mil-
lion into the fledgling online service, an investment
worth $5 billion at the end of last year. With that win- '
ning move on his resume, Middelhoff was appointed
CEO in 1998. But his recent Internet maneuvers have

been disappointing. Because of his
close relationship with AOL,
Bertelsmann was seen as the jilted
party when the online service
bought another media company,
Time Warner. And e-commerce
investments in
barnesandnoble.com and CDNow
have gone nowhere. But if the deal
works out, Napster's technology1

will permeate the company as it
rushes to digitize every book and
movie, too. "We're moving from
catalog sales to all media on
demand/' says a Bertelsmann
board member. "I expect one day
We'll have divisions like Napster
Music, Napster Books and Napster

• Films." , •
Brad Stone Colleagues say Middelhoff is also a .

IWWU'MM personal fan of Naps te r ' s a n d uses it wi th
[NEW88ERVICE1 his 15-year-old son—even though BMG is

suing the service. The contradiction
reflects the mogul's reluctance to adopt the

defensive posture pf the music industry. At a recent
Bertelsmann board meeting, Middelhoff sang the prais^
es of Napster, then looked at Michael Dornemann, the
chief of BMG, and said, "I hope you guys aren't going
to sue me for that." In early September at the PopKomm
music conference in Hamburg, Germany, Middelhoff
laid the groundwork for his planned break from the
labels. "Which one of you, and I expressly include
Bertelsmann here, is able to offer music fans a compara-
ble service [to Napster]?" he asked in a speech. Back in
New York for another industry powwow in September,
Middelhoff and Schmidt dined with.Barry and Fanning
at the posh restaurant Porter House. Two bottles of
expensive wine later, the quartet had run up a sizable
bill, Forty-seven-year-old Middelhoff and 20-year-old
Fanning sat together on one side of the table, paving the
way for their expressive, if very un-Prussian, hug at the
press conference last week.

There are still many obstacles for the allies to hurdle
before the deal pays dividends. They will now face the
technical challenge of creating a system that can sup-
port CD-quality song files and protect paying users
from problems like Viruses. They also have to perfect a
business model and sell it to the other labels, or the new
service will have a meager selection. Finally, in the legal
arena, Napster has to continue to fight off its record-
label foes, including BMG, ajt least until Middelhoff gets
to work convincing his fellow moguls that they're miss-
ing an opportunity. Until that happens, Napster may
continue to feel more like the pigeon than fhebear.

Napster's
deal with

Bertelsmann
is a huge shift

in the war
over online

music

A Ph.D. Hits the Road
For more than a decade, Pleun Bouricius spent summers prep-

ping for classes as a doctoral student and lecturer at Harvard
University. But last August, after a fruitless, four-year search for a
university teaching job, she began a different course of study, at the
United Tractor Trailer School in central Massachusetts.

Now alongside her Harvard Ph.D., she has a Class A commercial
driver's license—a diploma that's guaranteed tq land her A job.
"After years of being met with rejection, it's nice to be in an indus-
try where they really want you/ she says, icing her knee after
hours of clutching during parallel-parking practice. After she
passed her driver's test, nobody asked to see her vitae, her 368-
page dissertation on a 19th-century Southern sentimental writer or
her adviser's recommendation ("the perfect candidate/' he wrote).
Trucking companies don't ask about education. No felonies? No
accidents? Bouricius is ready to ride.

It's an extreme story in these boom times. We're living in the
strongest job market in 30 years'; from fast-food counters to corner
offices, companies are desperate to hire. But that prosperity isn't
uniform. "In our community it's anything but the best-ever job
market," says Phyllis Franklin of the Modern Language
Association. Her colleagues, who hold Ph.D.s in humanities disci-
plines like English, history, philosophy and poli-sci, have faced
bleak employment prospects-for years. Despite a recentxiptick,
"these professions have been down for so long, they don't know
what 'up' is," says Robert Weisbuch, president of the Wqodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. These workers represent
a tiny slice of the labor market—roughly 5,000 people earn human-
ities Ph.D.s annually. But their status illustrates how pockets of the
work force can miss out qn a boom—and how. a low unemploy-
ment rate doesn't measure "underemployed" people doing jobs for
which they're vastly overqualified.

The reasons for the Ph.D.s' plight are complex. Aging tenured
faculty don't feel like retiring just yet, and universities are relying
more on part-time, low-paid adjuncts to cope with booming enroll-
ments. The lack of teaching jobs is no problem for grad students in
fields like engineering, computer science, biology or economics,
who can become hot properties on Wall Street, at consulting firms
or at other companies. But corporations haven't developed a taste
for humanities Ph.D.s, so grads Who fail to find the ideal tenure-
track job are often left to cobble together careers by taking several
part-time teaching gigs. To increase their prospects outside o£
teaching, the Wilson Foundation has started a program in which
companies like Microsoft and Merck agree to hire one humanities
Ph.D. apiece each year. For many folks who've run the doctoral
gantlet, though, settling for anything outside the ivory tower can
be a struggle.

Bouricius, 42, probably could have found work as a university
• administrator, in publishing or in the nonprofit sector. But "I'm not
an eight-hours-in-an-office kind of person," she says. She admits
she's hampered by her unwillingness to relocate beyond the
Northeast, and dismisses the thought of teaching high school. So
she's trucking by choice, not desperation. She'll earn more driving
(roughly $35,000) than many first-year professors, but money isn't
the attraction. Regulations limit drivers to 10 hours a day behind
the wheel, giving Bouricius free time in the cab to write academic
papers and on-the-road essays on her PowerBook. So far she's
logged 11,000 miles through 37 states, carrying laundry soap,
grease, sugar, soda and plumbing supplies. She likes the driving,
arid she's adapted to truck-stop food and days without showering.
The biggest problem: lack of sleep during training, whicl). requires
near-round-the-clock "team driving" with a supervisor. She
expects the schedule to ease when she starts driving solo next
week. ..

Other doctoral grads find the transijion to nonacademic life easi-
er, and"Some are even starting to embrace it. Even before earning a
doctorate in political science from Vanderbilt in 1998, Suzanne
Martineau realized she'd have to look outside the academy. "I
never burst into tears or had the 'Oh my God, my hopes have been
dashed' moment," says Martineau, 33, now a copywriter at a
Chicago ad agency with no regrets. Kaz Tanaka, 28, who finished
his Ph.D. in physics at MIT last spring, figured if he was going to
face long odds to get a tenure-track job, he might as well pursue a
different risky career. He's working to become a cartoonist for
Japanese manga comic books, while working a day job as a soft-
ware engineer. "My professors Were cool with it," Tanaka says.
"They know I'm using my other talents." .

Despite predictions that a boom in faculty hiring is'just around
the corner, no one can guarantee the supply-and-demand lines will
ever intersect as nicely as they do in Econ 1Q1. The good news is, •
research shows that 10 years after graduation, Ph.D.s who've taken
nonacademic jobs are just as happy as (and earning more than)
their colleagues who've become professors. So for now, Bouricius
will stay on the road. And perhaps she'll add a new wrinkle to an
old trucking tradition. When trucker alumni drive by the United
Tractor Trailer School, they blow their horn. "They're Saying, 'I'm
working—thank you'," says Fred Camp, the
admissions director. If Pleun Bouricius blasts Daniel McGinn
her horn while driving her rig through UMlMII

Harvard Square, it will signal a slightly more INEWSSERWCEI
complicated message.
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The Beacon
Mixed drink of the

week The Cement Mixer
1/3 oz Tequila
1/3 oz Lime Juice
1/2 oz Bailey's Irish Cream
Serve this to an unsuspecting friend.
Pour tequila and lime juice into a shot glass; pour Bailey's into another glass.
Have an unsuspecting friend shoot the tequila and lime juice, but tell them not
to swallow. Then, have them drink the Bailey's. Have them swish the
Bailey's, lime juice and tequila in their mouths. The result will be a thick,
sticky, disgusting paste in your friend's mouth. Enjoy.

"Handy" Turkey Cookies
MAKES ABOUT 2-1/2 DOZEN COOKIES

Fpr the dough:
1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened
34 cup sugar
1 large egg .
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2. yA cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cream of tartar

For the decorations: •
1 cup prepared vanilla frosting (from a 16 oz. can)
Assorted colored sugars ' .
Mini chocolate chips ;
Candy corn

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (ALL NITE)

11/9"HUMBLE BEGINNINGS LEFT BEHIND

DJ HIPPIE HEATS THE FLOOR
W/ HOUSE & DANCE CLASSICS

DJ VIC ROCKS THE LOUNGE
W/ ALTERNATIVE & RETRO

AMMO!
$2.50 CORONA

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS

Red fruit leather .

Special aids:
Hand-shaped-template or cookie cutter
Small resealable plastic bag
Scissors

Making the cookies: • .
' 1. In a medium bowl, using an electric mixer set on medium speed, beat butter and sugar
.until fluffy, about 4 minutes. Add. egg and beat for 1 minute longer. Beat in vanilla just
untilincorporated.
2. In a large bowl, whisk flour, baking soda and cream of tartar. Using a wooden spoon,
stir butter mixture, one-third at a time, into flour mixture until blended, (The mixture will
be crumbly.) ' . ' . , '
3. Gather dough into a ball; flatten into a disk and wrap in plastic wrap. Refrigerate until
firm, about 2 hours.
4. Preheat oven to 350°E Lightly spray 2 baking sheets with vegetable cooking spray. On a
lightly floured surface/roll out dough to a 14-inch thickness. Using a template made by
cutting out a tracing of your hand or a hand-shaped cookie cutter, cut out cookies.
5. Transfer cutouts, 2 inches apart, to the prepared baking sheets. Reroll scraps for addi-
tional cookies. Bake until lightly browned around the edges, 8-10 minutes; transfer to wire
rack's to cool completely.

Decorating the cookies:
1. Spoon frosting into a resealable plastic bag; snip off 1 corner. Pipe a
feather design onto each finger. •
2. Sprinkle "feathers" with colored sugar. Pipe a dot for the "eye" on each
thumb. Place a mini chocolate chip on each frosting "eye." Gut a candy
corn for eachnose and attach to thumb with a little frosting.
3. Using scissors, cut the fruit leather on its backing paper into 2-inch
pieces; cut out "wattles."
4. Remove paper from fruit leather. Using a dab of frosting, attach "wat-
tles" to thumbs. Let stand until frosting is set, about 1 hour.

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (TILL MIDNIGHT)

11/10 THE FOURTH

DJ SPINS DANCE MIX AFTER SHOW

DJ RALPH COSTA SPINS '80s DANCE
& BEYOND

GIRLS ADMITTED FREE

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (TILL MIDNIGHT)

Directions: Rt. 46 East to Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic exit, go to right
of ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light,

make a right onto Broadway.

373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK • 973-365-0807

THEBROWNSTONE
We are looking for:

Banquet Servers • Valet Parking • Cocktail
Servers • Kitchen Help • Setup Staff

INQUIRE TODAY

35.1 VferBwMDW ?«- PATERSON NJ 07522-197? <*• 201*595-8582
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I5-Minute
Chili

Calling all great cooks! Next week
The Beacon will be publishing a
Thanksgiving cooking guide. Send us
your recipes for the best Thanksgiving
dishes. Email them to:
beacon@student'.wpunj . edu

Serving size: 1 cup
Preparationtime: 10 minutes •
Cooking time: 15 minutes •

Shelf-Stable Foods: canned beans, broth, canned tomatoes,
tomato paste, spices

1 lb. ground turkey
115-oz. can kidney or pinto beans, drained and
rinsed
1 can low-fat, low-sodium chicken broth
114.5-oz. can diced tomatoes, undrained (flavored

with chilies if you can find it)
1 6-oz. can tomato paste '
1 Tbsp. chili powder
1/8 tsp.'cinnamon
14 tsp. cumin
1/2 tsp. fresh ground black pepper

1. In a large nonstick saucepan, brown the ground, turkey until
it is no longer pink. Drain off any excess fat.
2. Add the remaining ingredients and bring to a boil. Lower the
heat and simmer for 10 minutes.

FREEIFREE
HOT DOG or

HAMBURGER
When you purchase
Two at Regular Price

. Pickup, Delivery or Dine In.
Cannot be combined vv/ any other offer.

Mention coupon when ordering.
With coupon. Good thru 10/30/00.

HOT DOG or
HAMBURGER
When you purchase
Two at Regular Price

Pickup, Delivery or Dine In.
Cannot be combined vil any other offer.

Mention coupon when ordering.
With coupon. Good thru 10/30/00,

^ ^ W E DELIVER
* 11-3 & 5-9 '

$2.00 OFF
•ANY PURCHASE!
! $10.00 or MORE
[ Pickup. Delivery or Dine In.
, Cannot be combined w/any olher offer. ,
I , Mention coupon when ordering.
l ' With coupon. Good Ihru 10/30/00.

Belmont Grill just hud their grand Opening on
May 12th (from left to right.top row) the owner
Ray Kaydl and his three sisters Amy, Wendy and
Robin welcomed NY Giants Jason Whittle, Mike
Rosenthal and Derrick Engler, also Ray's father

Joe and brother Todd.

Tuesday Night
5-9pm

9 9 # HOT DOGS

Thursday Night
5-9pm

199 # HAMBURGERS

856 Belmont Aye., North Haledon * 4 2 7 - 3 6 4 7 • Hpurs; Mon.-Sat, 11-9

YEARBOOK PICTURES

Will be taken on
•Nov. 27, 29,
•Dec 1
•Jan 1719

30

For info log onto www.omyear.com or call
l-800-OlJR-YEAR(687-9527)

School access code # 237



SAINT BARNABAS HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

me. TS begin in Nursifl

Jump start your career
ith our new Medical/Surgical &

To begin your nursing career with the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
contact the nurse recruiter at the affiliate of your choice!

Community Medical Center
Clara Maass Medical Center
Irvington General Hospital
Kimball Medical Center
Monmouth Medical Center
Newark Beth Israel Medical Center
Saint Barnabas Medical Center

Union Hospital
West Hudson Hospital

Kathy Moellering
Patti Monterosa
NormaMalig
Patricia Slattery
Nancy Gregowicz
Edith Marin
Diane Poulios
Teresa DiElmo
PatWhipkey
Betsy Jackson

732-818-3810
973-450-2201
973-399-6077
732-886-4844
732-923-6658
973-926-8297
973-322-8077
973-322-2607
908-851-7114
201-955-7065

SAINT BARNABAS
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

NEW JERSEY'S HEALTH CARE LEADER

G R E A T B E G I N N I N G S
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BY PAUL G. DONOHUE, M.
THE HOUDAYS ARE COMING ..... SO ARE THE BILLS H

DEAR DR.
DONOHUE:Ihave
two sons, one 52
and the other 44.
Both, after recent
physicals, have a
low white blood
cell count, 3,500.
What does this
mean to them?
What is the normal

count? Is a low count inherited? - H.H.
ANSWER: White blood cells are the body's

armed forces, protecting it against infections.
A normal count lies between 4,000 and 10,500.

The two most important white blood cell
varieties are granulocytes and lymphocytes.
Granulocytes wage a hand-to-hand battle
against germs. They
gobble them up.
Lymphocytes launch
an artillery attack on
germs. They make
antibodies that seek
and destroy germs
like Stealth missiles.
The other three kinds
of white blood cells
are important but not
as critical as granulo-
cytes and lympho-
cytes.

Your two sons have not had trouble with
recurrent infections. Their counts are not dan-
gerously low. Those two pieces of information
are evidence that your sons' slightly lower-
than-normal counts do not compromise their
health.

The low count might be hereditary. Lower-
than-normal counts do run in some families.
***

DEAR DR. DONOHUE: Would you explain
the difference between a CAT scan and an
MRI? Which one is the better diagnostic tool?
I hear so much about each but am unable to
understand whether both do the same thing
or are used for different reasons. — T.R.

ANSWER: A CAT - computer axial tomo-
gram ~ takes pictures of body tissues and
organs with X-rays. Its name has been short-
ened to CT scan. X-rays are directed at the
photographed site from many different
angles. A computer then assembles the many
pictures into a single, composite picture. The
resulting picture gives a detailed and anatom-
ically correct representation of the particular
body site or organ.'

An MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
takes pictures without any radiation.
Powerful magnets generate energy that's able
to record a photo of inner body structures. No
radiation comes into play - a point that
appeals to many.

The choice between the two scans depends
on the tissue or organ photographed and the'

particular reason
for wanting a pic-
ture of it.
CT scans are

•exceptionally '
good at picking
up bone problems.
They detect stress
fractures long
before a standard
X-ray does. CT
scans are also
helpful in demon-

strating an early bleed in the brain.
MRI scans are especially adept at depicting

cartilage damage within a joint. They are also
the best method for showing the scars of mul-
tiple sclerosis in the brain and spinal cord.-

Neither is the "best." They both have their
niches and their strong points.

Don't forget the standard X-ray. It still plays
an important role in detecting internal dam-
age and organ impairment.
* * * . .
Dr. Donohue regrets that he is unable to
answer individual letters, but he will incorpo-
rate them in his column whenever possible.
Readers may write him at P.O. Box 536475,
Orlando, FL 32853-6475.

White Blood Cells

Protect Body

Against Infections

Earn Extra
Cash

, Flexible Hours'! Great Pay!!
Make^your own schedule!!
Light, clean, clerical work!!

Work as Jittle or as many hours a$ you like/
• ' / _, We need people 24/7

No experience necessary

Must be reliable and detail oriented. Own transportation
preferred. Work on "as needed" basis.

; \ . ; Pay is $8.50/hr.

If interested, apply in person to:

vestcom
V Mid-Atlantic

5 Handwson Drive, West Caidweft, «J 07006
Fax; (973) 882-5674, E-Mail: recfuifmentCvastconiinlcofn

Different Ways To Kick
The Smoking Habit

(NAPSA)-Well begun is half done, especially when it
comes to giving up cigarettes. Making the decision to quit
is the first step on the road to improved health, increased
energy and general well being.
In choosing the method that's most appropriate, there are
many factors to consider, such as:
•How long have you been smoking?
•How many cigarettes do you smoke per day?
•What triggers you to smoke?
•Have you tried quitting in the past?
To help determine the stop-smoking method that fits your
needs, consult with your pharmacist or other healthcare
professional about your smoking habits. The most common
methods for quitting are:
•Cold Turkey-If you're a pack-a-day smoker, this means
going from 20 to zero cigarettes in one fell swoop. With this
method, you completely stop your smoking all at one time,
relying on your willpower alone to overcome your nicotine
cravings.
•Nicotine Replacement Therapy-Helps reduce nicotine
cravings and eases symptoms of withdrawal without
exposing you to

tar, carbon monoxide and
other harmful compo-
nents of cigarette smoke.
Recent federal guidelines
for health professionals,
which are based on pre-
scription products, sug-
gest using a therapy that
gradually reduces the

amount of nicotine over the course of treatment. Nicotine
replacement therapy is available in several forms-the gum
and transdermal patch, which are available without a-pre-
scription, and the nasal spray and the inhaler, which are
available only by prescription.
•Gradual-Decreasing the number of cigarettes you smoke
over time. Although you are weaning yourself from nico-
tine dependence, you are still prolonging your exposure to
the cancer-causing chemicals in tobacco.
•Bupropion-An anti-depressant available Only by prescrip-
tion that has been shown to reduce nicotine withdrawal
symptoms and the urge to smoke.
If you have chosen nicotine replacement therapy to help
kick the habit, there are now clinically proven behavior
support programs available with the purchase of over-the-
counter products. For more information, visit www.com-
mittedquitters.com.

Smokers have several options for kicking the habit, and
should choose the one that's best suited to their needs.

Health Writers Needed!
Contact Ryan At The Beacon

720-3264
or

email beaconfcsfcudent .w&m»3. edu

Thursday is the
Great American

Smoke Out.

I t ' s Time to kick
the habit!

For more information go to the Student
, Center lobby on Thursday.
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"Your typo js gonna make me look crazy"

'We're looking for someone who is willing
to make a roaf commitment to T h e

Company.' How are you with living in
an 8-by-10-foot cell for six to ten years

with time off for good behavior?"

No one in the office paid any attention to
the Clean Desk Policy, until Sarah Lubeck
was felled by what the coroner listed as

Th is is one serious health club!"
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Little Nicky's
Adam Sandier

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

director Steve Brill was creating the differ-
ent worlds of Heaven and Hell. "We want-
ed a visual craziness in this film to match "
Little Nicky's personal strangeness," said .
Brill. . .

Sandier and gang provided many interest-
ing, entertaining.and informative answers
to whatever questions the room could
throw at them. They were all very gracious
and accommodating. Afterward, Sandier
was kind enough to stick around to say
hello, sign autographs and take pictures
with his fans. Renee was thrilled to be
able to get in a picture with the comedian.
Lucky for her, he cared enough to ask me
to take a second shot because he was
looking in a different direction. (The first
picture was blurry.) Oh, we were also
given lunch...complete with Devil Dogs for
desert. . .

• Adam Sandier is a rare breed. Even after
all of the success he has had in the last
few years, he remains a down to earth guy
willing to make himself accessible to his

fans. I never once got the impression
that Sandier felt he was above anyone.
We on the outside of fame can never
fully understand what it is like to live a
life where our privacy is constantly
being invaded. Sandier can obviously
handle this pressure. He loves what he
does and he'll be making us laugh for
years to come. .•

I would like to leave you with some
advice offered by Adam Sandier. He
related to the room full of competitive
university students the one regret he
had about his college career. He never
learned to relax and not stress over

. getting good grades. He feelsthere is
so much more to education then just
getting good grades. Today he'll watch
A&E and learn something and feels he
can talk about it. Why shouldn't col-
lege be that way? Why can't it be that
way for us? According to Mr. Sandier,
we should relax and take the time to
really discover what we are being
taught. Good advice from a man who
makes a living playing jackass charac-
ters.

Adam Sandier stops to sign an autograph f
as John Lough'ran looks on.

Scene this one? uttie
in his Saturday Night Live pals. Featured in Little "Nicky
axe the likes of SNL alumni; Dana Carvey, Jon Lovitz,
Kevin Nealon and Rob Schneider. Also featured in the
film are comic great Rodney Dangerfield, Henry Winkler,
Ozzy Osbourne, Regis Philbin, and of all people ... Quentin
Tarantino? There are too many surprise cameos to men-
tion but! guarantee every one of them augments the film
perfectly]. I guess it pays to have friends in low places.
(Get it? Low places? Ya know, because if s a movie about
hell...oh, forget it.) Anyway, on to you Renee...

R— I don't think Adam Sandier will be calling YOU any-
time soon, Mike! At any rate, the acting in Little Nicky is
definitely phenomenal! There'wasn't one actor in the film

' that I didn't like! Of course, I'm biased...I thought-that
Adam Sandier was the best! Aside from the acting, I
would also like to point out the emotional uplifting that
also comes with this movie (yes, believe it or not, there is a
moral to this story!) The moral is that good will overcome
evil, even though at times it may be very rough. There was'
a good distinction between Heaven and Hell; they were
presented in a fun, yet not too cheesy way. After seeing

IHarvey Keitel stars as the Little Nicky's Dad, the Devil.

this movie, you may decide to become a better person so
that you wind up upstairs, and not down below!

M— Right on, Renee! I know I don't want a pineapple
stuck up my ass for all eternity ... Ouch! (reading that
statement + seeing movie = funny) I don't want people to
get the wrong impression. What Renee had to say about
the emotional uplift is true, however it is very subtle. This

• is not a sappy movie with a preachy message. First and
foremost, Little Nicky is an all out comedy. You might call
it sophomofic comedy, or adolescent, or moronic or just
plain dumb. The truth is.. .it's just plain funny. You'll
laugh and you'll be entertained and maybe you'll even
think a little.

R—All in all, despite the assumptions I might have made,
I thought this movie was "f-#@in' awesome!" (as were the
words of Nicky describing his Popeye's fried chicken). It's
funny, because even after I first saw the movie and I told
everyone how good it was, those I spoke to still weren't
convinced that Little Nicky would be any good. But, trust
me, it really is! Okay, so it's not a deep drama, but who
needs that in our traumatic college lives? What's wrong
with some hilarious, knee-slapping comedy with some
emotional uplift? So, don't go by the advertisements you
may have seen concerning this movie. Give Little Nicky a
try, you won't be sorry. And if you get the urge to try some
Popeye's chicken....what the Hell, go nuts! I'm sure Nicky
would agree, it's better than the chicken at Wayne Hall.

M—- Overall, I really enjoyed this movie. The editors did
a fantastic job with the final cut of the film; transactions
between scenes are very smooth and natural. Also, the
special effects, costumes, and scenery used for the versions
of Heaven and Hell created for the film are very original
and humorous. Adam Sandier is very funny and the rest "
of the cast is absolutely marvelous. Go see little Nicky.. .If
you don't you'll burn for it!

On a scale of 5 little devils.,.

Both Mike and Renee give Little Nicky 4 1/2 little devils.



Beacon
Classifieds

RATES

I-20 words for
one issue is $6.50,
each additional 10
words $ 1.00

How TO PAY
All classified ads
must be paid in
advance, unless
you have an
account with the
paper.

DEADLINES
Classified ads
must be received
by 12:00 p.m.,
Friday before
publication.

SEND ADS TO:
The Beacon
300 Pompton Rd,
SC3I0
Wayne, NJ 07470
Attn: Classifieds
Fa*: 720-2093

Email:
beacon@student.
wpunj.edu -
Checks or money
orders payable to
The Beacon

Child Care

Babysitter wanted for loving fami-
ly, Tues and Thurs. Must have car
and excellent references. $10/hr.
316-0058, ask for Rachael.

Part Time
15-20 hrs. a wk. Childcare Position
Looking for a mature responsible
person to help care for 3 yr..old
and infant in my Montville home.
Must provide own transportation
and references. Call 244-0323

Teacher Assistant needed
for licensed childcare center.
P/T hours. Call 890-9661
Employment
Opportunities
Immediate openings
For enthusiastic, creative people
who enjoy working with children
and young adults. Fine or perform-
ing arts and computer skills held at
a premium. Boys and Girls club of
paterson Youth Services 973-279-
3055 eve.

Rec Counselors/ Program
Supervisors for YWCA Before
and After School Programs. FT/FT,
flex hours, 7:30-8:30 a.m. & 2-7

Employment

p.m., Sept.-June. Ideal for college
student. Equal. Opportunity
Employer. 201-444-560 x323 orx365
P/T Office Asst
Close to campus, phones, clerical,
friendly company. 201-612-9055

Ad Sales
Sell display advertising in The
Beacon. Fully commissionable. Call
Ryan at 720-3264.

P/T Receptionist/Bookkeeper
Flexible hours in optometrist office.
Pompton Plains. Will train. 839-
0626.

Part Time Clerical »
College students welcomed.
Wayne Corp. headquarters assist
in MIS Dept. Must have basic
office skills and computer knowl-
edge. 10-15 hours flex per week.
M-F 9-5. Call ALan Baker at
Horizon Personal 973-334-1800.

Telemarket
Days/eves local, friendly, light
computer 201-612-9055 or 973-616-
8367

Earn Cash
Bennigans on Rt. 46 E by Target is
now hiring hosts, servers and bar-

tenders. Come work in a,fun envi-
ronment that offers flexible sched-
ules for students. Apply in person
7 days 2-4 p.m.

Make Your Own Hours-
Sell Spring Break 2001 trips.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. No cost to you. Travel free
including food, drink and non-stop
parties!!! World Class Vacations.
2000 Student Travel Planners "Top
Producer" and MTV's Choice
(Spring break Cancun Party
Program). 1-800-222-4432

Flexible Hours
Local co has 19+ immediate open-
ings. Good weekly pay."
Scholarships available for all
majors. Fun Environment. Call
today 10-5. Paramus 201-291-9090,
Parsippany 973-541-0122

Earn Cash!
Bennigan's Grill & Tavern in
Fairfield is now hiring servers,
hosts and bartenders. Come work
in a great environment. Flexible
scheduling. Apply in person 2-4
p.m. ,7 days. Bennigan's, Route 46
E. at Passiac Ave. next to the new
Target Store 973-882-0162

Restaurant Help
Now hiring servers, bartenders,
hosts, food runners & bus boys.
For busy steakhouse exp. pref. but
will train, eve., hrs. weekends a
must, apply after 4pm Alexus
Steakhouse 80 Wagaraw Rd.
Hawthorne. 973-427-9200

Fraternities* Sororities*
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this quarter
with the ' easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour

fundraising event. No sales
required! Fundraising dates are ;
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at 888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Retail Sales
Part-Time .
Specialty Toy Store Day, Evening
& Week- end hours available for
holiday help, call 973-694-0777
The Gifted Child, Preakness
Shopping Ctr.

Students Needed
FT/PT Clerks, D.E., Word
Processing call 201-612-9055
or 973-616-8367

Stock Broker
Trainee PT Stocktrade, Inc. a fast
growing nationwide discount

' stockbrokerage firm seeks sopho-
more/junior students with busi-
ness/finance/economics major
with customer service background
and a desire to learn about broker- •
age industry. Immediate opening
for 15-20 hrs. a week for paid stu-

Miscellaneous

dent internship in Paramus, NJ.
. Flexible hrs. Mon-Fri. Fax resume

to: Ms. Diana Dierberg intern
coordinator, 314-909-9227 or e-mail
to: ddierberg@scottrade.com at
company headquarters.

P/T Receptionist
Mon & Wed for physical therapy
office call 973-325-3422

#1 Spring Break Operator!
Check out our website for the best

WCRN
Channel'43 (On Campus Cable)

MON: Hard Times with Jeff" & Craig

TUES: Politically Speaking
: Total Disarray

Blade Tallc

WEDS:; Entertainment BUZZ
Bucket O' Fun

THURS: = Black TalJc

FRI:

SAT: Open

SUN: Open

7am-8pra
8am-11pm
llpm-lam

8pm-t0pm
10pm-l2atn

l0pra-12am

8prn-llpm

deals! www.vagabondtours.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida. Group Organizers EARN
FREE-TRIPS and .CASH! Call
today! 1-866-VAGABOND

Models
Women 18 and older for outdoor
test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. Will
exchange, pictures for modeling.
No experience necessary. Call 973-
365-4054

$10. will be given to each
member of pairs of black-white,
close friends .willing to be inter-
viewed for a book on interracial
friendships. If interested, call Dr.
Korgen at 720-3563.

President Needed
The WPU Debate Club needs a
president. If you are interested in
the art of public debate and you
would like to lead the club here at
William Paterson, contact SGA at'
720-2157. .

Nursing/Special
ED./Psychology Majors
Earn while you learn! Part time
opportunities in residential facility
arid group homes for people with,
developmental disabilities.
Located minutes from WPU.
Flexible schedules. Call Jayne
Press or Debi Albertini for more
info. Eastern Christian Children's
Retreat, 700 Mountain Ave.
Wyckoff, NJ 07481 201-848-8005
Fax 201-847-9619.

Need female roommate 4bd apt.
Utilities included. $400/month. In
Bloomfield, 20 minutes from WPU.
Call 973-748-3641

Best free global business opportu-
nity for College studenst. As seen
in entrepreneur magazine.
www..LD.net/Domco

Christmas Help
$12.50 hour
P/T 10-20 Hrs per week. Flexible
schedule. Local manufacturer
has need to fill busy Christmas
schedule in Customer Relations
Dept. Call for interview. A&D
Distributors. Morris County
location. 1-877-256-1001

To the new brothers of B<E>E:
Congratulations and welcome to
the family! Love, The Angels

Dear H107 ST: What is it that you
are doing in your rooin that makes
that noise?

Janice: Did you hear my furniture
movin' the other night? Sorry to
keep ya' up, sweetie. 317.

on Campus
Professional

I The Beacon Weekly wants.you to join our family,
interested in Sports? We would love you to cover
on Campus and Professional events, write Sports
Editorials, and Sports Trivia.

Valid From 11/9/00- 11/20/00

Contact Ryan at
973-720-3264



Junior Class Formal
Enjoy an evening of glamor in a winter dream land

Wednesday December 6th

Tne wax^ne Manor
Oven to':'JSVT!iRTONB

iu /or WPU .i

(Buses deRart from lot 5 at 7:30pm)

Dinner, Dess
Bar, an

ALL INCLW
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!!
Ticket Sales will also be sold in the SC Lobby (Call x2157 for dates)

Call 720-2157
SGA Funded


